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UPDATES
The first version of this document was submitted in November 2018 and revised following the project review. Below, the description of the main
changes compared to the previous version:

Expert’s opinion

Changes in D3.2

Reference in the document

Try to go beyond a generic description on
financial resources, by including as much as
possible the available EC co-funding programmes
and initiatives

Two focus have been added on this issue, one
regarding institution and another related with the
needs of private companies and organizations. In
relation with private organizations, specific
references have been made regarding ERDF,
ESF, Creative Europe and COSME programmes.

Section “Toolkit for Institution”, Chapter “Focus
on: EU Funding”, pg 71-72
Section “Toolkit for private organizations”,
Chapter “Key Resources”, pg. 155-156

Include the possibilities that Public Private
Partnerships could offer to the proposed
'replicable'/'place- based' business model
approach.

This issue has been covered both in the
“Institutions” and in the “Private organizations”
sections, with a specific focus on the potential
benefits derived from this kind of partnership.

Section “Toolkit for Institution”, Chapter “Focus
on: Public Private Partner”, pg 65-68
Section “Toolkit for private organizations”,
Chapter “Key Partners”, pg. 128

UPDATES

Expert’s opinion

Changes in D3.2

Reference in the document

The report texts miss detailed specifications; (e.g.
links to more perspectives on the subject, more
scientific approaches, more academic
perspectives, more link to actual case studies
etc.)

A conceptual framework has been added in order Section: “Rock Toolkit: the context”, pg. 23-28
to describe the main perspectives and scientific
approaches on urban regeneration and on the
role of culture and cultural heritage as a means to
urban local development. Case studies will be
added in the final version, at the end of the
project, mainly in relation with projects and
activities led in the Replicator cities.

Strengthen and highlight the role of the "local
filter" in the proposed business model approach

The role of the “local filter” is an essential issue
but it will be added in the final version, at the end
of the project, by collecting data and information
from the “testing phase” in the replicator cities.
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INTRODUCTION
The main objective of ROCK (https://rockproject.eu/) is to support
the transformation of historical city centres into Creative and

ROCK acknowledges the historical, cultural and social value of the
cultural heritage and therefore acknowledges the supreme importance

Sustainable Districts characterised by clustered economies, lively
creative industries or segments, adequate financial wealth and the
presence of cultural institutions active in the promotion of new cultural
events within markets sensitive to new artistic expressions.

of cultural heritage conservation.

ROCK is grounded in the development of a shared multistakeholders city vision combining heritage-led regeneration,
sustainable economic development, city promotion and knowledge
sharing. In this perspective, Cultural Heritage (CH) adaptive reuse
is meant to go far beyond simple conservation, restoration and physical
rehabilitation of urban fabric. It focuses instead on facing the
challenges posed by the complexity of contemporary society
while preserving CH values.

Nonetheless, beyond the value of CH per se, ROCK intends to explore
the possibility of unlocking its potential as a driver to change triggering
economic growth, local development, cultural participation and social
inclusion.
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STRUCTURE
This document aims to define a replicable methodology for the
design of business models and financial schemes useful to place-based
strategies of CH-led regeneration processes fostering economic growth
and social inclusion.
This toolkit provides guidelines and canvas for the different actors
involved in CH-led regeneration initiatives. With reference to the
specific goals of ROCK WP3, such guidelines and canvas aim at guiding
the design of CH-led regeneration processes with a particular focus on
patterns of economic sustainability and schemes for financial support.
This work is the result of a process of extensive research activity
described in the following chapters. At the same time, this document is
the preliminary draft of a toolkit presenting guidelines and canvas
for CH-led regeneration. The content of this work will have to be
further elaborated and tested in the next steps of the project before the
toolkit reaches completion.

The toolkit proceeds as follows:
1st - The General methodology will account for the extensive research
activity that provides the foundation for this work. This section explores
the activities carried out to collect data on CH-led regeneration
initiatives.
2nd - A brief account of the historical evolution of European city centres
will serve as backdrop to contextualize CH-led regeneration processes.
This brief section helps understand the challenges and threats posed by
interventions within historical city centres and presents the main issues
and contents concerning CH-led regeneration discussed by this work.
3rd – This section devoted to toolkits and guidelines will present canvas
tailored to the needs of the different players involved in CH-led
regeneration initiatives with the aim of helping such players reach
sounder strategic decisions as they intervene on historical city centres.
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ROCK ACTIVITIES PLAN: where the toolkit stands
Collaboration with
EUROCITIES to design
specifics questions on
BM in the questionnaire

Elaboration of further
data on CH led
regeneration processes

Elaboration of
questionnaires

Current state of
progress

2017
Summer

Discussion of the survey
methodology and of the
questionnaire structure
with Task leaders

Decemb
er

Autum
n

Review of the
Questionnaire
by Task leaders

Identification of
Organizations

One-to-one
contacts with each
city to define
survey target

Survey and
data elaborations

Toolkit and canvas
prototypes

2018
April

7th
March

Ma
y

June/Ju
ly

Confrontation with
Rock partners

August/
Septemb
er

Testing of the tools
and canvas on
Replicator Cities

Final review
and definitive
version of the toolkit

2019
December/
February

February/
May

June

September/O
ctober
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GENERAL METHODOLOGY
The research has been developed through the combination of primary
and secondary sources as well as by resorting to interviews,
questionnaires and case study analysis.
The first step of the research activity consisted of extensive literature
review with the aim of scouting existing sources on cultural districts and
innovative culture-led regeneration processes, with particular focus on
historical centres as well as urban fabric of relevant cultural
significance.
The second step of the research activity concerned the analysis of
recurring practices in CH-led regeneration initiatives taking place
within the ROCK ecosystem, with particular attention to Role Cities. The
research mainly focused on objectives, key partners and stakeholders,
patterns of economic sustainability, organisational models and business
models (if any) of the analysed regeneration initiatives.
Last, the third step of the research analysis regarded a desk research
initiative for the collection of data on European case studies of
successful CH-led regeneration processes to complement the
information gathered through the analysis of recurrent practices within
the ROCK ecosystem.
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FINANCIAL SCHEME
Finally, the toolkits and the guidelines here elaborated also include the
results of the research led by the University of York on the financial
instruments that have been used by the stakeholders participating in the
ROCK project to fund those culture-led urban regeneration processes

D 3.1 Taxonomically organized database of financial
instruments

and projects which they have identified as examples of best practice.
The information collected has been used to describe in detail the rules
of engagement between institutions (when they are the owner of urban
sites) and private organizations and private investors interested in
moving into historical centres.

Toolkit and guidelines for public institutions
Section “Rules of engagement”
Section “Facilities provided”
Toolkit and guidelines for private organizations
“Key partner”

Section
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GENERAL METHODOLOGY
Drawing from the above-mentioned research steps, different ROCK
partners designed a questionnaire to collect primary data from profit
and non-profit organizations involved in CH-led regeneration processes.
As the adjacent picture shows, the questionnaire was the result of a
concerted participatory effort made by project partners, with significant
contributions from Fondazione Fitzcarraldo and the University of York.
The questionnaire was eventually distributed among organisations
previously identified by partner Cities of the ROCK consortium (at least
3 organisations per City).
The survey was open for four weeks from August to September
2018. Each organization initially received the questionnaire via email.
Non-responding organisations were sent reminder emails offering the
possibility to receive assistance via Skype for the completion of the
questionnaire. By the end of the survey, online responses and Skype
interviews combined produced a total of 26 usable responses.
10 Cities of ROCK involved in the Survey
35 organizations involved in total in the survey
26 questionnaires received (some of them received by the CAWI survey
and some other collected with in Depth interviews)
Around 56% are non profit organization
Around 21% are for profit organization
11

THE QUESTIONNAIRE
1st MODULE
IDENTITY

• 1 QUESTIONNAIRE
• 4 MODULES , 1 DEVOTED TO CHLED REGENERATION PROCESSES

2nd MODULE
THE BUSINESS
OF YOUR
ORGANIZATION

→

The first module explored the profile of organisations involved in
CH-led regeneration processes by investigating, among others,
features such as mission and staff composition.

→

This section focused on the core activities carried out by such
organisations, looking closely at the network of partners and
stakeholders built by such organisations. This module explicitly
asked organisations whether they adopt an official business model
and why.

→

This module investigated the nature of the products and
services offered by such organisations. The section further
addressed customer segment as well as the strategies
implemented to reach the above-mentioned targets (including
channels).

→

CH led regeneration initiatives.
This module asked to briefly make the case for a successful CHled regeneration initiative carried out by the same organisation.
Special attention was devoted to cost structures, revenue streams
and governance mechanisms implemented for the initiative.

• 44 QUESTIONS
• 1 QUESTION ON THE EUROPEAN
YEAR OF CULTURAL HERITAGE.

3rd MODULE
THE OFFER

4th MODULE
THE CASE STUDY
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DATA ANALYSIS: AN OVERVIEW
The data collected is extremely diverse. Nevertheless, in spite of the
heterogeneous nature of the cases observed, CH-led regeneration
initiatives can be analysed along the following key lines:

Data analysis, as well as the comparison between the various cases
observe, exhibits a clear picture of the different type of players that
periodically play a key role in CH-led regeneration processes.

a. The reasons behind the choice to intervene on specific buildings or
sites in historical city centres, its leading purposes and aims;

On the grounds of the research findings, the main types of players who
usually play – or who are expected to - a key role in urban
regenerations processes are:

b. The nature of the travelling companions (i.e., the key partners) that
CH owners (usually public institutions) decide to involve in regeneration
initiatives;
c. The relationship between regenerated buildings or sites and local
stakeholders, with particular attention to the local communities living or
working in historical city centres;
d. Patterns of effective management of CH-led regeneration initiatives,
with particular focus on economic and financial sustainability as well as
technical issues concerning restoration and conservation;

- Institutions, mainly public ones (e.g. City councils);
- Profit organizations: companies, firms, enterprises, industries, etc.
located in historical buildings or sites within historical city centres;
- Non-profit organizations running activities or particular social or
cultural interest located in historical buildings or sites within historical
city centres.

e. Management of critical issues that might arise as the regeneration
proceeds as well as effective problem-solving for turning potential
threats into potential opportunities.
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ROCK TOOLKITS
In accordance with the goals of the ROCK project, this document is not
providing a unique toolkit for all of three above-mentioned different key
players. On the contrary, this guidelines elaborate a wide of range of
tools and canvas for every key player to tailor on their particular needs,
to meet their particular expectations and to adapt to every different
regeneration initiative.
Even though specifically designed for each kind of key player, the three
tools are conceptually interconnected and provide useful indications that
encourage fruitful collaboration among institutions, profit and profit
organizations for effective CH-led regeneration initiatives in the
historical city centres.
In this perspective, a City Council might resort to these guidelines to
better engage profit or non-profit organisations in historical city centres
enhancement. To give another example, profit companies might learn
about the potential benefits coming from the collaboration with local
communities. Last, non-profit operators might find clues to structure
business models that take into account the unique features of CH
buildings or sites under CH protection, regeneration processes and how
to benefit of a collaboration with etc.

From Rock project:
“The aim of this action is to provide a set of
methodological tools and canvas to elaborate a Business
Model (BM) useful for key-players and policy makers
generally involved in culture-led urban regeneration.
The BM will be articulated in several sections,
conventional and innovative ones, in order to focus
crucial information in the planning of a culture-led urban
regeneration project, avoiding the risk of underestimate
critical factors.”
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ROCK TOOLKITS
This document can be regarded as a toolkit for CH-led regeneration
processes.
Taking a closer look at this work, this document actually displays two
different toolkits, one for Institutions and one for Private
Organisations (both profit and non-profit).
Each of the two toolkits is divided into two main sections. The first part
of each toolkit helps the addressee (either institutions or organisations)
contextualize the issues of CH-led regeneration while the second part
provides detailed indications, suggestions and contributions on how to
design and implement effective interventions.

Toolkit for Institutions: guidelines and canvas
After a short background description of the main critical issues
regarding historical city centres and their urban regeneration today, the
first section of the toolkit introduces a canvas for CH-led regenerations
from the standpoint of public institutions. The second part of the same
section explores the canvas in detail, providing recommendations and
tips drawn from the the above-mentioned interviews and the abovementioned analysis of practices from all around Europe.

Toolkit for private organizations: guidelines and canvas
The first part of the toolkit introduces a possible distinction of private
organisations - profit and no profit - into 5 main groups in accordance
with the different approaches they bring to CH-led regeneration
processes. The toolkit eventually discusses a wide range of indication,
tips and suggestions for each of the nine blocks of the traditional
business model canvas designed.
The choice to elaborate suggestions on an existing tool such as the
business model canvas is justified by the popularity of the tool itself
across profit organisations (and increasingly among non-profit
organisations oriented towards entrepreneurship).
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
According to literature review, urban regeneration encompasses a
variety of definitions which underline different aspects and approaches.
As a general definition it can be assumed the following one: urban
regeneration is “a comprehensive and integrated vision and action
which leads to the resolution of urban problems and which seeks to
bring about a lasting improvement in the economic, physical, social and
environmental condition of an area that has been subject to change”
(Roberts, 2000).
In historical context, if in the 1970s “urban renewal‟ was the more
recurrent urban transformation strategy, mainly based on the idea that
economic, social and physical aspects were separate and independent
entities which needed to be coordinated by central governments, in the
1980s the focus was on “urban redevelopment” and on the central role
of private sector (Robert, 2000) as the major actor in the urban projects
in this period (C.Ciftci, et.al., 2010).

General definition of “urban regeneration"

Historical evolution of urban regeneration
approaches: the 1970s and the 1980s
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Since 1990s, “urban regeneration‟ has become the main urban policy
and in regeneration projects the more common strategies in urban
planning were based on a comprehensive planning approach (Healey,
1997; Carter, 2000) in order to revitalize the declining city centres, oldindustrial sites, the working-class residential areas and the historical
heritage sites of cities. In this perspective, culture heritage begins to be
recognized as an important factor for regeneration. (L. dal Pozzolo,
2018, De Carlo and Dubini 2010).
According to literature review, in recent years, culture and tourism
regeneration policies have been evaluated as a regeneration tool and
improved as strategic planning approach, like many other urban
regeneration projects in historical city centres (ECBN, 2015, Kea 2018).
These studies focus on the “re-activation” of abandoned or underused
sites and buildings in order to both underline their historical value and
to make new values (social, cultural, economic, touristic) emerge.

Historical evolution of urban regeneration
approaches: from the 1990s until today

A new role for culture and tourism in
urban regeneration policies
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
In this kind of regeneration processes, the main goal is to increase life
quality of local community and to ensure their participation to this
process (English Heritage, 2010, Aykaç et.al. 2009; Gülersoy et.al, 2009;
Galdini, 2005 and Ünlü, 2009).

The role of culture in Regeneration processes
Especially in European cities, cultural policies have become a basic part
of economic and physical regeneration strategies. Gradual changing in
the role of culture has begun to be seen since 1980s. Local government
and institutions, cultural operators, educational institutions, artists,
workers, companies and professionals coming together have started to
create the informal merger around cultural strategies which aims at
revitalization of the city (Florida et alia, 2003).

The

importance

of

local

communities

participation

A growing need of cultural polices and
strategies to regenerate urban areas
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Miles and Paddison (2005) state that culture could be used as an
effective urban regeneration tool for successful social policy,
environmental renewal, social cohesion, health promotion and strength
cultural. Importance of cultural life has been increasing as a important
instrument of city marketing and internationalization strategies to attract
mobile global capital and more skilled people (Binay, 2007, cited in
Bianchini, 1993b).
Additionally, a successful restoration and valorization of cultural heritage
can produce not only important cultural benefits but also economic
goals at the local, regional and even national levels, in terms of
improving “a region’s standing for investments, increasing or redirecting
tourism flows and spending, creating and upgrading local employment,
etc.” (C.Ciftci, et.al., 2010), and leads to preservation-related activities,
such as research, restoration, and cataloguing De Carlo and Dubini
2010).

Culture and social impacts on urban areas

Culture and economic impacts on urban
areas
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
However, cultural heritage management encompasses a variety of
activities potentially in conflict with each other because they have to
relate both to heritage protection and heritage enhancement On one
hand, in fact, “protection” ensures that cultural heritage is kept for
future generations and is not destroyed for economic (or ideological)
reasons; on the other, however, enhancement activities, such as the
setting up of artistic exhibition or of facilities to cultural visitors and
tourists, are aimed at ensuring that heritage can be appreciated and
“used” by as many people as possible, risking the safety and the
preservation of CH.

Cultural heritage management between
“protection” and “enhancement”

The potential conflict between the preservation logic and the
enhancement approach is one example of what the cultural economics
literature refers to as the “tension between culture and commerce” (E.
Gasca et alia, 2014, Caves 2000). Literature on destination and tourism
management looks at this tension seeking sustainability from both an
economic and a cultural point of view (Garrod and Fyall 2000;
McKercher and du Cros 2003).
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Nowadays, policy makers are more aware of the importance of
implementing
cultural
led
regeneration
and
socio-economic
improvement strategies for restructuring and renewal many old urban
centers and historical post-industrial cities. In this framework, the
revitalization of derelict buildings by cultural and economic activities is
probably one of the central and more challenging issues, for several
reasons. The return on investment in these kind of interventions is
typically negative: managing heritage or buildings located in areas with
cultural or artistic value (such in case of historical city centers) is very
costly because of the constant investments required in restoration and
preservation, while the positive externalities (site reputation, touristic
attraction, area real estate appreciation, sense of belonging, cultural
vibrancy, etc.) typically benefit the collectivity and not the institution
bearing the costs of preservation (De Carlo and Dubini 2010; Schuster
1997).

The revitalizations of neglected buildings
in historical city centres: challenges and
critical issues
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
according to UNESCO reports and to Faro Convention (2005), ROCK
approach deals with all these elements, considering cultural heritage as
a way for improving urban regeneration processes in European historical
city centres. ROCK approach assumes the historic city, and in particular
the underused sites and buildings, as resources to be re-introduced into
a continuous positive development cycle that preserves natural capital,
optimizes resource yields, reduces system risks and regenerates existing
resources, while preserving and conserving it.

Rock approach to culture
regeneration processes

led

urban
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THE CONTEXT: HISTORICAL CITY CENTRES

“Cultural Districts are defined by the presence of
typical productions based on creativity, culture and
“The historical centre is that part of the municipal

intellectual properties”

territory of oldest construction under protection to
perpetuate the preservation of historical, artistic and
“A complex integration between several actors, for

environmental testimonies”
(Urban Glossary)

example
public
administration,
enterprises,
universities, cultural operators and social society let
to an evolution of the shape of the district”
(Sacco e Pedrini, 2003)
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THE CONTEXT: HISTORICAL CITY CENTRES
Historical city centres are generally considered natural habitats for
cultural and creative district because of their artistic and cultural appeal.
Nevertheless, the current state of affairs is quite different: the presence
of cultural and creative districts within historical cite centres is more of a
goal to achieve than a description of the status quo.
Transforming historical city centres into cultural and creative districts
implies putting an emphasis on social and cultural relations over mere
for-profit economic exploitation of buildings and sites. In this
perspective, CH is not understood as valuable per se but as a driver for
economic growth, local development, cultural consumption and social
inclusion.
It is important to point out that such transformations pose threats to
historical city centres. Local communities, associations and public
institutions perceive protection and fruition of cultural heritage as a right
they are entitled to.

Therefore consigning portions of CH (buildings or sites) to operators
running profit-oriented or simply private activities (i.e. not open to
public participation)
transformations.

might

undermine

the

success

of

such

Local cultural associations might represent the ideal tenants for
buildings and sites of historical and artistic value as their approach is
focused on social and cultural needs. At the same time, they are often
too weak to successfully manage any regenerated spaces as they have
lack steady revenues streams for the sustainability of their initiatives.
Historical city centres are indeed attractive for their aesthetic and
historical appeal - features that can positively impact on the brand
reputation and on social responsibility strategies of private companies.
Still, the high costs associated with purchase or rental of buildings or
sites of CH, the restrictions placed on their use and the general lack of
facilities and services as compared to other areas are among the factors
that might discourage entrepreneurs and for-profit companies from
investing in historical city centres.
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THE CONTEXT: HISTORICAL CITY CENTRES
STRENGTHS
•
•

•

CH offers invaluable scenarios and contexts in terms of historical,
cultural and artistic value;
CH often contributes to city branding and recognisability at both
national and international level and is often associated with a
wide variety of different functions and activities, such as cultural
production, business, housing, leisure activities etc.
CH continues to express values that societies strive to preserve
because these values are guardians of collective identity and
memory, helping to maintain a sense of continuity and tradition,
for aesthetic pleasure and entertainment” (from “The historic
urban landscape- Managing heritage in an urban century” by F.
Bandarin and R. van Oers, 2012).

WEAKNESSES
CH might be difficult to access due to:
•

•
•
•

•

the popularity of pedestrianisation policies in the last decades,
resulting in more liveable public spaces but hindering private
accessibility;
the very urban geography of old cities, which respond to patterns
of mobility that are suitable for private mobility as of today;
their distance from the highways and airports even if they are
usually well connected by train;
the on going decay of building and sites as restoration and
conservation is highly expensive for both public and private
owners;
the strict regulations placed on CH in terms of acceptable
transformation, slowing down the pace of restoration and
regeneration of historical buildings or sites.
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ISSUES AND CONTENTS
In accordance with the goals of the ROCK project, the main focus of this

How and under what conditions the involvement of private players

document is to support the transformation of historical urban centres

can actively and positively impact on the regeneration of historical

into

creative

and

sustainable

districts

by

triggering

local

city centres?

development for the creation of clustered economies.
In this light, the aim – and the very challenge – of the ROCK project is

How to approach the re-use of buildings and spaces of significant
cultural, historical or artistic value?

not the physical restoration or maintenance of hard structures. Instead,
the goal is to turn abandoned or ruined historical urban fabric into a
driver for urban regeneration processes, taking into account the critical
issues mentioned above.
This mainly means to involve private players, profit and no profit, in the
re-use of cultural heritage and historical city centers.

How can institutions involve private players and stimulate them to
invest in the re-use of abandoned buildings in historical centres?

How to find a balance between business goals of private companies
and social, cultural and environmental aims advanced by public
institutions?
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ISSUES AND CONTENTS
The above-mentioned approach to CH regeneration implies a change in

Hard infrastructure includes roads, housing, offices and iconic

perspective from institutions as the focus of such interventions is on the

buildings, monuments etc.

conservation of hard infrastructure as much as on the connections and
relationships

between

the

re-used

space

and

the

surrounding

environment.
Such approaches to CH regeneration are never linear top-down
initiatives but a highly complex processes where effects and impacts are

Soft infrastructure refers to services, facilities and amenities (free
Wi-Fi, bike sharing, pubs and bars for leisure activities etc.) which
create a social environment for people to meet, exchange ideas,
network, often outside of workplaces and for a mutual advantage (1)

often unpredictable because the variety (and variability) of the factors
involved. In this perspective, the document makes the case for flexible
and adaptable strategic approaches to urban regeneration over heavilystructured approaches grounded on strict supervision of the process to
better tools to deal with unexpected outcomes and to turn potential
threats into potential opportunities.

Players include the main characters of CH-led regeneration such as
institutions, profit and non-profit private companies and enterprises
as well as informal groups of citizen, the local community at a
broader level, tourists, workers etc.

(1) Erich Renz, CREATE-IT Applied Research, “Business Models and the Creative City Amsterdam’s
Knowledge Mile in the limelight”
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THE KEY PLAYERS OF CH-LED REGENERATION PROCESSES
Institutions
Public institution such as Municipal authorities can assume a variety of
roles in relation with urban regeneration processes.
First, they are generally in charge of defining (or at least they
dramatically contribute to the definition of) urban policies at the
broadest level, therefore including specific areas of particular interest
such as historical city centres .

Last, even when CH belongs to private owners, public institutions
can motivate their active involvement in local development
processes through the provision of incentives such as by fiscal and tax
benefits connected with restoration and re-use of their private
properties, especially for empty or underused sites.

Second, public institutions usually are the owners of buildings or
sites of CH interest located within historical city centres and
they often own the buildings and sites of highest cultural, artistic or
historical value. The enhancement of such invaluable pieces of CH
usually exceeds the financial and managerial capabilities of single
municipalities, making the case for the involvement of private players –
either for-profit or non-profit - interested in using heritage for their own
aims and purposes.
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THE KEY PLAYERS OF CH-LED REGENERATION PROCESSES
For profit organizations
The research activity shows that contribution from profit organisations
to CH-led regeneration processes can come in a wide variety of
different shapes.
Understanding the heterogeneity of the different approaches that profit
players can bring to such processes is essential for institutions to design
interventions tailored to every singular building or site under
regeneration.
As further discussed in the following sections of the same document
(see “Private players toolkit “below) research findings suggest a
possible distinction of profit organisations into 5 main groups in
accordance with the different approaches they bring: a. general users,
b. specific users, c. producers, d. general enhancers and e. cultural
enhancers.

Profit organisations are strategic actors within urban regeneration
process as they bring economic resources, create job
opportunities and display the most innovative approaches to
the development of new processes and products, especially in
relation with cultural heritage enhancement.
On the other hand, their involvement can also pose potential threats for
public bodies and local communities and therefore such engagement
should require special attention and extra care.
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THE KEY PLAYERS OF CH-LED REGENERATION PROCESSES
Non - profit organizations
Private operators that might contribute to CH-led regeneration
processes are not limited to for profit organisations. Conversely, nonprofit social and cultural organisation are of the utmost importance for
turning CH into a driver for local development, cultural participation and
social inclusion.
In fact, non-profit organisations are able to reach to new
audiences (yet not customers), engage them through cultural,
artistic and educational activities, promote community
development through the revitalisation of abandoned or
underused historical buildings or sites.
Institutional involvement of non-profit operators looks easy at a
distance. Indeed, this is partially true as the social and cultural purposes
and aims pursued by such organisations are usually aligned with the
missions driving public institutions through public policies. Nevertheless,
there exist potential threats that might undermine the overall
sustainability of the involvement of non-profit players.

As a consequence, the involvement of non-profit operators must reach
perfect synergy with institutions and private operators beyond
alignment on aims and purposes.
In this perspective, the present work does focus on
entrepreneurial social and cultural organisations and not much
on amateur ones (associations, committees etc.). In other words, this
work is not interested in non-profit organisations running quality social
and cultural activities per se. Instead, it pays attention to organisations
delivering high quality social and cultural activities within patterns of
economic and financial sustainability that can grant, in turn, long-term
regeneration for CH buildings or sites.
The main difference between professional non-profit cultural
organizations and tout-court for-profit players mainly rests in their
cultural or social mission over profit-maximization missions. Therefore
this document refers to this specific cluster of non-profit organisations
as “mission-driven organizations”.
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HOW KEY PLAYERS COULD PULL TOGETHER: PUBLIC PRIVATE
PARTNERSHIPS (PPP)
When public institutions (such us the local Municipality) joins with the

According with URBACT work on PPPs in regeneration processes

private sector or service provider, to attain a shared goal, there are the

(2006), every partnership is site-specific and unique, but they share

right conditions to set up a Public Private Partnership (PPP). The

some common features:

economic literature has generally defined PPPs as long-term contractual

•

Bringing together public/private sector partners.

•

Working together toward shared goals or objectives.

•

Contributing time, money, expertise, and other resources.

•

Sharing decision-making and management responsibilities.

arrangements between a public authority (which can be a local or a
central-government agency) and a private supplier for the delivery of
some services, in which the latter takes responsibility for building a piece
of infrastructure, making arrangement towards the financing of the
investment and then managing and maintaining this facility.
To achieve specific urban regeneration goals, PPP embraces a range of
involvements of public, private and community sectors in partnership,
excluding at one end of the spectrum, public procurement projects such
as service contracts or turnkey construction contracts, and, at the other

The acknowledge of the importance of PPPs explains why we constantly
refer to this instrument both in the toolkit for institutions and for private
organizations as one of the more recommended option to better manage
the overall complexity of any city center regeneration projects.

end, those privatizations in which asset ownership is permanently
transferred to the private sector.
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KINDS OF INTERVENTIONS
This document mainly addresses three different kind of interventions on
Cultural Heritage:

In the light of this variable, CH within historical city centres could be
divided in to the following three macro-categories:

• Restoration and conservation of CH;
• Restoration, conservation and reuse of CH;

Cultural Heritage of exceptional cultural or artistic value: monuments,
houses or religious buildings, historical squares, parks and gardens,

• Tout court reuse of existing well-conserved CH.

etc.

This document will focus on the latter two cases involving the re-use of
buildings/sites as they are the most interesting and relevant for private
players that can help the transformation of historical city centres into
Creative and Sustainable Districts. Nevertheless, actions limited to the
restoration and conservation of CH might as well be discussed in cases
where they are likely to impact on broader urban regeneration
processes.
The cultural, historical and artistic value of CH and sites in historical
urban centres is a key variable for this work as it significantly affects
the type of approach and the nature of the interventions there are
advisable to make.

Buildings, fabrics and sites of little or no intrinsic cultural/artistic
value but that are an integrated part of the historical environment;

Buildings, fabrics and sites of little or no intrinsic cultural/artistic
value located at the edge of historical city centres or in areas of no
particular historical relevance.
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THE CANVAS: GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The following canvas is an innovative tool designed within the ROCK
project to help institutions and policy makers design sounder policies for
the restoration and reuse of historical city centres.
The canvas balances business-oriented approaches that characterise
private companies interested in tangible assets within historical city
centres and approaches oriented to public utility that focus on cultural
heritage as a driver for local development.
This slide provides a general description of the canvas while the
following slides look more closely at the singular building blocks forming
the canvas.
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THE CANVAS: GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Purposes and aims refer to the goals that every CH-led regeneration
initiative pursues.
Purposes and aims should encompass the expected results and impacts
of such initiatives. Purposes and aims of interventions on historical city
centre should be clear and set out in good detail: institutions must know
where they come from and where they are headed.
A weak or ambiguous definition of the purposes of intervention
advanced by institutions could dramatically impact on the management
of the same initiative, generating unpredictable tension.
Well-defined purposes and aims are essential for well-structured
interventions that eventually deliver on promised and expected results
and impacts.
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THE CANVAS: GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Direct users and Audiences section are dedicated to the
recipients of CH-led interventions advanced by institutions, shedding
lights on who institutions should relate to and how.

a.

Direct users of CH are the private players that institutions
might involve in restoration and re-use interventions by granting
them the availability of the site for their own purposes in return.
For the sake of this work, the term refers to the organisations
directly in charge of the spaces granted under specific rules of
engagement by Institutions and in this light the first users of such
buildings or sites;

b.

Audiences refer to the people that institutions should aim
at reaching to when activating CH-led regeneration processes.
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THE CANVAS: GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Resources and Costs sections stands in the middle of Direct users
and Audiences.
They are located in the centre of the canvas as they are strategic in
reaching direct users and audiences. At the same time Costs and
Resources separate Purposes and Aims from Expected Results and
Impacts: this is for attention paid to both costs and resources is
essential for the delivery of effective interventions.
Far from a mere concern of economic and financial matter, this section
must be understood in broad terms, including environmental, social,
physical costs and resources.
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THE CANVAS: GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The left side of the canvas is completely dedicated to the deal with
direct users.
The section summarises the typologies of private partners involved in
regeneration processes and describes them in relation with:

• The rules of engagements: which are the conditions that
institutions should set for privates to take part in CH-led
regeneration initiatives?

• Facilities provided: what can institutions offer to private players to
incentive their real and substantial investment in CH-led urban
regeneration processes?

• Benefits to reach: what are the positive impacts and contributions
that privates can bring to CH-led regeneration initiatives for the good
of both institutions and local communities?
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THE CANVAS: GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The right side of the canvas speaks about the relation between
institutions and the territory where they stand, looking at
potential audiences of CH-led regeneration processes.
•

Strategies of engagements: who are the potential audiences of
CH-led regeneration initiatives and what kind of relationship do
institutions plan to develop with them?

•

Actions: what concrete steps can institutions take to actively
engage the territory in CH-led regeneration process? How the
expected results of the projects will effect the audience development
and engagement processes?

•

Stakeholders: How can institutions make their local communities
fully aware of the expected results and impacts that CH-led
initiatives pursue to deliver? How can institutions stimulate positive
and proactive contribution from local communities? How can
institutions involve local stakeholders (from both the public and the
private sectors) into the process from the very beginning?
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THE CANVAS: GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Successful CH-led regeneration processes require institutions to
implement effective evaluation systems to assess the results produced
by such initiatives. Being fully aware of the impacts (either positive or
negative) stemming from such processes can help institutions redesign
and re-discuss the deals previously stroke with private players.
The evaluation process accompanies regeneration interventions from
beginning to end it is usually concluded ex-post with the analysis of
expected results and impacts.
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MAIN PURPOSE AND AIMS
Urban regeneration usually moves from two different main approaches:

TOP DOWN
APPROACH
Regeneration
advanced by City
administrations

INTERSECTION

BOTTOM UP
APPROACH
Beneficiaries
And associations
mobilise moved
by their interest
in a particular
area

The appeal of the area undergoing regeneration often determines the
approach to the intervention, together with the link of such area with
local cultural milieu and its symbolic value.
Even though the actors involved in both cases of CH-led regeneration
processes do not change (i.e. institutions, privates and non-profit
players), the difference in approach is also significantly influenced by the
purposes and aims shared by institutions.
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c

MAIN PURPOSE AND AIMS
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Regeneration initiatives rarely pursue singular goals. Sometimes they
originate from privates asking for permission to take charge of a specific
site and not from ongoing urban regeneration strategies.
Conversely, under different circumstances, local administrations who
own urban spaces develop policies with the aim of stimulating private
players to invest in CH by, for instance, moving their venues or
headquarters in critical areas.
Whatever the origin might be, institutions should always have a
clear picture of their aims and purposes as well as of what
processes they intend to trigger. Whatever the variety of
different purposes pushing institutions to act, it essential for
them to set strategic priorities.
Choosing one approach over the other, in fact, will strongly influence all
the following steps of the regeneration initiative and will influence in
turn the effects and impacts generated in the urban environment.
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MAIN PURPOSE AND AIMS
Identifying priorities
There is usually a mix of different aims and purposes behind the decision to bring new life to the cultural heritage but it is nevertheless advisable that
institutions identify their main priorities. The following boxes list the main purposes of institutions operating on ruined buildings or abandoned urban
fabric in general. The purposes come in an impact scale ranging from the more impactful to the more conservative intervention.

CULTURE-LED

Heritage cost reduction (for institutions)

CULTURAL HERITAGE PROTECTION

ACTIVITIES

Sometimes the priority for institutions is to simply limit
the costs they are bearing to maintain empty or
abandoned sites and building in historical city centres.
In other cases public institutions only wish to generate
economic incomes by selling or renting piece of cultural
heritage to private operators. Under both these
circumstances, the main purpose is purely economic.
This approach better applies to sites and buildings of
little cultural or artistic value where there are no set of
restrictions and limitations for use or sale.

HERITAGE SPECIFIC USE
HERITAGE COST
INSTITUTIONS)

REDUCTION

(FOR

HERITAGE RE-USE

PROFIT-LED REGENERATION
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MAIN PURPOSE AND AIMS

Heritage re-use
This purpose is recurrent when historical city centres show plenty of empty and ruined buildings, mainly of public property. Institutions need to
encourage private economic operators and private organizations to find new functions for such spaces, not only limited to cultural and social functions
but open to (and mostly characterised by) profit-oriented activities.
This approach is similar to Heritage Cost Reduction. Still, such approach is not driven by specific financial needs of institutions but mainly by the
purposes to prevent further degradation of CH to bring abandoned spaces “back to life”. It is less of a profit-led regeneration process as it combines
with heritage promotion.

Heritage specific use
Even though it is rare, institutions might have a clear idea of which functions an abandoned site might serve after eventual restoration. This is the case
of cities trying to fulfil their touristic potential by transforming abandoned historical buildings into museums, locations for temporary art exhibitions,
tourist information desks, local products showrooms, etc.
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MAIN PURPOSE AND AIMS

Cultural heritage protection
Cultural heritage protection is often the quickest response for buildings and sites of particular cultural or artistic value seriously threatened by longterm degradation. Under these circumstances the protection of cultural heritage is the priority and the absence of long-term strategic vision for the reuse of such sites is temporarily tolerated. After the restoration, the spaces are usually used as location for cultural activities or for institutional
functions. The cultural and artistic value implies high levels of restriction on potential re-use, discouraging the involvement of private economic
players.
This approach is the most conservative among those presented. At the same time it is the approach that displays the highest cost and the strictest
limitations for privates. Such obstacles are nevertheless justified by necessity to preserve invaluable historical and environmental assets.
All these purpose are aimed to preserve and activate historical centres as hub of building, activities, houses, even if they can be mixed in different
ways.
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DIRECT USERS

The term «direct users» refers to private players, both profit or
non-profit, that could share a vested interest in moving into a
historical city centre to run activities in underused, empty or
abandoned spaces.
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DIRECT USERS
When buildings and sites under renewal are public properties, it’s
advisable for local administrations to take into account the following
variables while looking for beneficiaries:

According to the division in different categories of private players
provided in the other toolkits for profit and for no profit organizations,
the potential direct users that institutions could address to enhance
historical city centres are the following:

a.

The previously defined purposes and aims (→ see the devoted
section above);

b.

The features of buildings and sites subject to regeneration,
especially when of cultural and artistic value, together with the
potential restrictions or limitation on their use;

motivated by other factors such as the presence of economic or,

The overall urban system of facilities, because the choice form
privates to move to or invest in historical city centres is often

Specific users: company considering historical city centres only as an

c.

based on the evaluation of
benefits;
d.

achievable economic and logistic

The added facilities that institutions themselves could provide to
support privates in their urban settlement.

General users: companies with no specific interest in CH but

financial benefits (e.g. for real estate purchase or rental);

asset for business exploitation. Their activities are site-specific because
they provide facilities for all kind of beneficiaries within historical city
centres:i resident, tourists, offices, institutions, etc;
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DIRECT USERS
Producers: Companies that see Culture as an added value to improve

Cultural enhancers: Profit organizations making business in the

market positioning of their brand or activities. This wide range of

cultural sectors. For this cluster, historical city centres are often an

players, partially including segments from Cultural and Creative

«ideal» location, completely aligned with their business approach, their

Industries segments, are somewhat more sophisticated «general users»

activities, products and services. This cluster also includes those

as they seek assets for business exploitation as well as potential sources

cultural and social no profit organizations more likely to manage re-use

of inspiration for new projects and an environment to exchange and to

projects.

share ideas and experiences;

General enhancers: Companies using culture to establish or
strengthen their overall reputations as a tool for ends of communication,
marketing or Corporate Social Responsibility even if their business is
not culture-related;
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DIRECT USERS
MAIN PURPOSE:
Heritage costs reduction (for Institutions)
If the purpose of the initiative is to cut the heritage maintenance cost
for empty urban sites, public institutions can look for private players
regardless of above-mentioned category. Nonetheless, they usually end
up addressing:

•

General users and specific users, when sites and buildings have
no significant cultural or artistic value and they only need new
tenants to be brought back to life;

•

Producers, especially when institutions are promoting the
emergence of creative and cultural districts within historical city
centres.
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DIRECT USERS
MAIN PURPOSE: Heritage re-use (and enhancement)

RECOMMENDATIONS

MAIN PURPOSE: Heritage specific use

When sites need infrastructural interventions, institutions should

Preferable beneficiaries to address:

provide potential users with reasonable predictions on the overall
timing of the restoration initiative to make it possible for privates to

•

plan ahead their activities. Uncertainty about time management often
end up discouraging privates from getting involved in regeneration

•

•

General users or specific users when sites have no significant
artistic value and they do not require impactful interventions (such
as infrastructural restoration).
Producers, in cases where buildings or sites – e.g. in case of largescale buildings – offer architectural features for the division into
large number of small locations for different companies to set their
hub;
Mission-driven organizations if the purpose is to re-use empty
spaces for cultural services. Institutions should be aware that, in
this case, they might have to provide financial support to guarantee
the actual implementation of social and cultural activities.

initiatives.

POTENTIAL THREATS
Involving different organisations in the regeneration of the very same
site or building (especially in large-scale projects) demands further
attention to the overall direction and governance of the initiative. In
fact, poor stakeholders management might lead to the rise of
conflicts among the different tenants and cause the failure of the
regeneration initiative.
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DIRECT USERS
RECOMMENDATIONS

When the overall quality of the urban environment and of urban
infrastructure alone are not enough to attract entrepreneurs private

The most common mistake that public administrations make while

and companies, institutions should first design strategies based on
incentives that support organisations during the first years of
establishment in historical city centres. Second, they should design
long-time plans of urban interventions for the improvement of the
general quality of the area, working on the provision of better
services and stimulating the cultural offer.

trying to engage private players in CH-led regeneration processes is
to overlook the importance of the overall quality of the urban
environment and of urban infrastructures. This is particularly true for
“producers” – and in particular creative ones – as the choice of
setting in historical city centres does not simply rests on the intrinsic
value of the site or on its functional characteristics. It does rest as
well on the presence of a vibrant and diversified local economy, of
the efficiencies of a wide rage of services (w-if, public transport,
entertainment opportunities, meeting places etc.)

In this perspective, the presence of agencies that bring specific
expertise on the management of urban regeneration, to the point of
even become leaders of such processes, contributes significantly to
the success of CH-led initiatives advanced by public institutions.

For example, a historical city centre subject to under museumification
processes might look daunting to these players because of the
restrictions on the use of public space and transportation that come
with the hoards of visiting tourists.
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DIRECT USERS
RECOMMENDATIONS
MAIN PURPOSE: Heritage protection
Preferable beneficiaries to address:

•

Private non-profit institutions (i.e. foundations) looking for a
prestigious site in historical centre for their headquarters;

•

Big companies and large corporations interested to invest in
the rescue of a site of high cultural or artistic value where to set
their headquarters or where to open branches devoted to Corporate
Social Responsibility activities (cultural, social, etc.) ;

•

Other profit or non-profit organizations characterised by a
long past experience in the management of sites of relevant
cultural/artistic value.

When the protection of the cultural heritage is the priority of a
regeneration initiative, institutions should look for those players with
the best capacity (including economic capacity) to carry out the
restoration activities requested. (→ see «Rules of Engagement»
section, below). Profit companies will try to negotiate the fullest
managerial autonomy for the future use of the buildings/site in order
to amortise their investments (especially if they bore the whole
restoration cost). In these cases it is quite important that institutions
carefully define in advance the kind of contributions and benefits
they expected from the companies involved.

POTENTIAL THREATS
The need to protect the integrity of cultural heritage could be an
obstacle to its enhancement in terms of fruition and enjoyment for
visitors and other cultural audiences. On one hand, in fact, heritage
conservation might impose severe limitations of its use. On the other
hand, these restrictions could discourage or distance people,
undermining any attempts to engage audiences and involve local
communities.
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DIRECT USERS
INSTITUTIONAL AIMS AND
PURPOSES

DIRECT USERS OF CH
Cultural enhancers

Cultural heritage protection

General enhancers
Heritage re-use
Producers

Heritage specific use

Specific users

General users
Heritage cost reduction
Mission-driven org
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENTS
There exist important factors that institutions need to take into account
in the definition of the rules of engagement governing CH-led
regeneration processes:

a. The intrinsic cultural/artistic value of the context area;
b. The relevance of the building/site as related with the context
and as well as in its own attributes. Institutional control over highly
valuable buildings and sites should be stricter to guarantee the
integrity of the public assets used by privates;

c. The amount of interventions required for the restoration and
re-use of abandoned buildings and sites in terms of costs and
resources. Cost dimensions dramatically impact on the type of
players that institutions can hope to engage in regeneration
processes;

d. The symbolic value of specific buildings and sites able to
generate invaluable added value when kept of public interest.
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENTS
The unique complexity of historical city centres carries strengths and
weaknesses for the definition of the rules of engagement for both
audiences and direct users.
On the one hand the strict limitations posed by historical city centres in
terms of accessibility, protection, safeguard imply high intervention and
costs maintenance. In this perspective, institutions should design rules
of engagement able to provide potential private investors with technical
and financial incentives and support.
(→ see «Facilities provided» section, below)
On the other hand, empty spaces of little cultural or artistic value
located at the boundaries of historical centres could be more easily
marketed with the aim of negotiating active participation from involved
private organisations in return.
(→ see «Benefit gained» section, below)
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Cultural/artistic value
Little or no cultural/artistic
value

→ Top-down approach

High cultural/artistic value

Amount of interventions
High economic amount for the
interventions

Low amount of interventions

Public/private final use
Private use

Public use

→ Incentives and external
support

→

→ Independent private initiatives

RULES OF ENGAGEMENTS

Benefits in return

PUBLIC/PRIVATE
PARTNERSHIP
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENTS

In designing the rules of engagement, institutions should also take into
account the opportunity to strengthen the relationships with potential
private direct users aimed at:
1.

Finding the best final use or the best mix of final uses;

2.

Checking whether the architectural and functional characteristics of
the building or site fit the envisaged final use;

3.

Finding and engaging other potential partners and investors;

4.

Defining a clear timeline for regeneration initiatives;

5.

Defining financial schemes to launch the initiative and patterns for
eventual sustainability.
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENTS
1. FINDING THE MOST SUITABLE FINAL USE OR THE
BEST MIX OF SUITABLE OF FINAL USES
Institutions might already have a clear picture of the final use suitable
for a specific building or site (a cultural centre, a museum, co-working
space, an incubator for innovative social and cultural enterprises, etc.)
The final use might as well encompass a mix of different uses combining
profit-oriented interests with public uses such as those listed above. In
this case, institutions might autonomously design a framework for the
rules of engagement and eventually call for bidders, letting private
operations fight off competition.

POTENTIAL THREATS
Defining in advance the final use of a regenerated building or site is
highly strategic for institutions from bureaucratic and managerial
standpoint as it eases intervention planning as well as the distribution
of competences. On the other hand, defining in advance the final use
of a regenerated building or site might leave private players with
little or no room for flexibility and might negatively impact on the
overall sustainability and effectiveness of the initiative. This might
represent an obstacle to innovative re-use of such buildings and
sites and in turn hinder public participation.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Institution should consider launching calls for ideas to define defining the final use for abandoned buildings and sites with the aim of collecting
suggestions and project proposals by the same intended audiences, i.e. local cultural associations, cultural and creative enterprises; companies and
firms, citizens etc.
The information collected might help institutions to:
•
better define the nature activities and functions for regenerated areas;
•
better understand which organisations to involve in the regeneration initiative to pursue their aims;
•
in turn, better design the rules of engagement for the success of the initiative.
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENTS
2. CHECKING WHETHER THE ARCHITECTURAL AND
FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BUILDING
OR SITE FIT THE ENVISAGED FINAL USE
Even when institutions already share a clear picture of the final use for a
specific building or site, they need to verify whether the building or site
is technically suitable for such use.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Regeneration of CH works best when made step by step. Institutions
should focus on making sure that the less impactful interventions suit
buildings and sites under transformation.
Income and the revenues generated by such activities will eventually
set the conditions for future deeper transformation.

Public institutions can resort to professional consultants for the
conduction of such checks. In general terms, the definition of activities
for re-used buildings or spaces alone is not sufficient: checking whether
the architectural and functional characteristics fit the envisaged final use
is key.
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENTS
3.

FINDING AND ENGAGING OTHER POTENTIAL

PARTNERS AND INVESTORS
Strong networks are pivotal to all the CH-led regeneration processes.
The net, in fact, is fundamental to retrieve additional resources and to
develop the feasibility of the project. Furthermore, the dialogue among
different players is able to bring important resources and economic

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
The net should be disomogeneous and complex and it should involve
different actors of the transformation and their own needs. The
richness of networking could help the kick off of the project and
could enforce its achieves.

flows from their specific fields of activities and sectors.
Institutions might take advantages of the presence of empty or
underused sites in historical centre to encourage the cooperation
between profit and non-profit organisations to their mutual benefit.
Private companies, in fact, might seize the opportunity to increase their
value and positively impact on their corporate social responsibility and
reputation. Non-profit organisations might obtain investments and
sponsorships by private companies involved for funding their social and
cultural regeneration initiatives.
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENTS
4. DEFINING A CLEAR TIMELINE FOR REGENERATION
INITIATIVES

POTENTIAL THREATS

The duration of the engagement is another crucial variable for
institution to take into account.

local non-profit organisations only temporarily, passively hoping for
better and more permanent solution in the future (i.e. hoping for

Private players are more likely to bear the costs of heavy restoration
and re-functionalization in exchange for long term engagement
agreements that favour their return on the investment.
On the other hand, and for the very same reason, if public institutions
plan to re-functionalise buildings or sites only temporarily (i.e. as a step
to temporarily fill a space in the framework of a broader regeneration
initiative) infrastructural restoration intervention should be limited.

Public institutions often decide to grant empty buildings or sites to

private investors to show up).
As time goes by, the lack of long-term strategies for the re-use of
such spaces fires back. Without effective strategies for involvement,
private investors do not show up out of the blue. At the same time,
the organisations already in site keep working in a context of
uncertainty about the availability of the site and, in turn, they are
discouraged from investing for its improvement.

In fact private players are unlikely to bear the cost for interventions
benefiting a site or building they will be forced to leave in a few months
or years.
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FOCUS ON: PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP (PPP)
The setting up of a PPP could be a solution to overcome some of the
more common difficulties and challenges met by city authorities when
they promote and are involved in regeneration processes. Since these
kinds of projects usually require significant financial and managerial
investments and creative capabilities, many cities are not able to
support this effort because the shortage of public money, the limited
professional skill pools or even because they consider these initiatives
too risky and uncertain as regards their outcomes.

REASON 1
Access to additional finance from private sector

REASON 2
Adoption of innovative approaches by combining, on one hand, the
public interest by institutions and, on the other hand, the business

We can identify three major reasons for adopting a partnership

priorities guiding private players.

approach to involve and to engage private players in projects aiming
to restore and re-use neglected or underused sites in city centres:
REASON 3
Through joint working and joint action, public institutions and private
player are able to overcome their own limitation and reach goals they
couldn’t get on their own.
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FOCUS ON: PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP (PPP)
More in detail, among the thirteen cities from ten Countries
involved in the Urbact stydy on PPPs, the specific operative
reasons to set up a partnership with private players are the
following ones:

Lille, Copenhagen, Liverpool, Amsterdam, Gera,
Budapest, Brussels, Porto, Chemnitz, Graz, Nottingham,
Riga, Nicosia.

1°

Greater efficiency in the use of resources
Improved quality of service

2°

Better incentives to perform

3°

Better risk allocation

4°

Faster implementation

5°

Acceleration of infrastructure provision
Generation of additional revenue
Enhanced public management

6°

7°
8°

Reduced whole life costs 9°
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FOCUS ON: PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP (PPP)
A partnership between public institutions and private organizations can
assume different forms depending on the national legislation, the aims
of the projects, the kinds of actions to implement (restoration,
maintenance, enhancement of the building, etc.) the overall context
and, of course, the players involved.
There are four more recurrent types of structure which may be
adopted:

Cultural enhancers
General enhancers
Mission driven organizations

• Informal - partners agree to work together towards a specific aim or
project but there is no written agreement.
• Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
- where there is a written agreement setting out specific roles and
expectations, but this is not a legally enforceable contract.
• Contractual - the use of one or more legal contracts that distribute
risk, obligations and rewards between multiple parties
• Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) – a separate legal entity established
expressly for the purpose of delivering a PPP project or programme

Cultural enhancers
General enhancers
Producers

Producers
General users
Specific users
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENTS
5. DEFINING FINANCIAL SCHEMES TO LAUNCH THE
INITIATIVE
AND
SUSTAINABILITY

PATTERNS

FOR

EVENTUAL

The definition of CH-led regeneration initiatives should not downplay
the importance of sound economic and financial planning.
Public administration should reflect on whether the regeneration project
will need institutional financial support (either as a permanent funding
source or limited to the start-up phase) or whether the project is able

RECOMMENDATIONS
Financial and economic support from public institutions should always
be pursuing public interest. Intervention sustained by public
administration should always have a positive impact in terms of CH
restoration (possibly with the aim of fostering public participation to
previously abandoned sites of CH), audience engagement activities,
etc.

to guarantee independent (private-based) economic sustainability.
In the former case, institutional support might consist in pure financial
contribution as well as in the provision of facilities of different nature
(→ See section «Provided facilities», below)
In the latter case, and conversely, institutions might even design rules
requiring private players to pay location fees or to reinvest part of the
generated profit to support cultural or social non-profit initiatives that
benefit the local community. (→ See section «Benefit gained»,

POTENTIAL THREATS
The private use of buildings or sites of cultural, historical or artistic
value funded by public resources is never welcomed by local
communities and associations. Even when private operators provide
substantial funding to initiatives, it is essential for public institutions
to make local communities aware of how private contribution can
benefit the cultural heritage and in turn be of public interest.

below).
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FACILITIES TO PROVIDE AND EXPECTED BENEFITS
This part of the canvas is dedicated to design the operative relation
between public institution and the private players.
The list of potential facilities and benefits that could be included in the
agreement shows that engagement is not intended as a mere handover of responsibilities from institutions towards private organisations.
Instead, agreements on facilities and benefits are themselves powerful
leverage tools for local development as they found long-term
collaboration between institutions and private players.
From the standpoint of public institutions, negotiation with non-profit
organisations is easier as both share common values and approaches
oriented towards public utility and interest as compared to for-profit
players looking to maximise profits.
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FACILITIES TO PROVIDE

The facilities that public institutions can provide to incentive private
investments in CH-led regeneration processes can be considered as
directly belonging to three main categories: direct funding (5),
promotion of positioning and branding (3, 6, 7), cost reduction
and technical support (1, 2, 4).

3.

Institutional endorsement to help privates look for economic
support from the other institutions at local, national and
international scales (→ See the following Focus on EU
funding)

4.

Reduction of rent or the other running costs related to the
management of the building or site;

5.

Direct financial support;

6.

Support to the communication and promotion of the interventions
at local level;

7.

Promotion of cultural activities in the surroundings of the site, i.e.
festivals, cultural or sporting events with the aim of increasing the
visibility of the private occupants and of their reuse projects.

Here comes a list of such facilities:
1.

2.

Institutional endorsement and technical support to help private
operators interact with those institutions and agencies in charge for
the protection of cultural heritage (National trusts, heritage
departments, etc.);
Technical support for the settlement of administrative and
bureaucratic matters, with particular focus on the technicalities that
come with restoration activities;
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FOCUS ON: EU FUNDING
Cities and municipalities could get additional financial resources to start
urban regeneration processes and to enhance CH by a wide range of
funds coming from European Union. These funds can be also used to
support private initiatives – if coherent with the general goals of the

Among the several european funding programmes, for the purposes of
the present guidelines, the ones most helpful to underline for its
potential impact on urban interventions is the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF).

programmes – and so represent a further facility for private players who
are investing in city centers.
According with the structure of each European funding programme,
cities can provide economic resources to private organizations (profit or
not for profit) in two ways:
a. Using them to support directly (by granting a contribution) or
indirectly (by covering the costs for the requested interventions on
infrastructures or urban facilities); private organizations and
companies;
b. Providing technical support for private organizations to make them
able apply for funds by European programmes. (→ See Toolkit for
private organizations, Key partner section)
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FOCUS ON: EU FUNDING
ERDF regulation mentions specifically the protection, promotion and
development of cultural heritage among its investment
priorities under the objective "Preserving
environment and promoting resource efficiency".

and

protecting

the

In addition, there are funding opportunities under other thematic
objectives such as: research and innovation, information and
communication technologies (ICT), SME competitiveness, employment
(friendly growth through the development of endogenous potential),
social inclusion and education and training. Among the investment
priorities there are: (6-c) conserving, protecting, promoting and
developing natural and cultural heritage; (7-b) supporting employmentfriendly growth through the development of endogenous potential…
including the conversion of declining industrial regions and
enhancement of accessibility to, and development of, specific natural
and cultural heritage; (9-a) promoting social inclusion through
improved access to social, cultural and recreational services.

Supported by ERDF under the objective 11 (‘Enhancing institutional
capacity and efficient public administration’) is the interesting
programme URBACT.

URBACT is primarily a capacity building programme funded by ERDF
whose aim is to improve the capacity of cities to design, to manage and
to improve sustainable urban policies and action integrated action plans
in cities, using participative approaches. Even though URBACT does not
directly invest in infrastructures and urban development, the utility of
this programme lies in promoting the exchange of experience
concerning the identification, transfer and dissemination of good
practices on sustainable urban development, in the support given to
cities to find ways of developing with the local actors
integrated policies which meet their particular circumstances and
increasing the capacities and know-how of cities on integrated urban
development.
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FACILITIES TO PROVIDE
A

DIRECT FUNDING

5. Direct financial support

B

C

PROMOTION OF
POSITIONING AND
BRANDING

COST REDUCTION AND
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

3. Institutional endorsement to help
privates
seek
further
economic
support

1. Institutional endorsement and
technical support to help private
interact with institutions

6. Support to the communication and
promotion of the initiative

2. Technical support for
settlement of administrative
bureaucratic matters

7. Promotion of cultural activities

the
and

4. Reduction of rent or the other
running costs related to the
management of the building or site,
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EXPECTED BENEFITS
Public institutions can ask private players to actively contribute to the
CH-led regeneration initiative and in turn to promote activities of public
interest in exchange for the special conditions and facilities provided.

The benefits that public institutions can ask private players to
bring the Cultural Heritage include:
•

The restoration of cultural, historical and artistic buildings of sites
especially when empty or abandoned for a long time. This also
implies adding further value for the community by cutting
conservation costs for the preservation of the building or site;

•

The re-functionalization of the building or the site that has been
empty or abandoned for a long period of times;

•

Running specific cultural activities within the building or site for the
enhancement of its cultural, historical or artistic to the benefit of

Benefits that private organisations can bring are twofold as they might
positively impact on both cultural heritage itself as well as on the local
community.
Even if both kinds of benefits are strictly interconnected, this document
presents them in two separate paragraphs that follow.

local communities;
•

Contribution to urban interventions on pieces of cultural heritage or
to restore degraded parts of the historical centres;

•

The activation of new projects, activities, products which didn’t exist
before in the historical centres (i.e. cultural and creative services,
etc.).
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EXPECTED BENEFITS
The benefits that public institutions can ask private players to
bring local communities include:
•

•

fairs, etc.) among business clients, customers and stakeholders,
giving them incentives to visit and participate to the local cultural

Support to cultural and social events in the historical city centres
through sponsorship, donations, etc.;

•

Active engagement in urban regeneration processes, i.e. hosting
meetings and public events for citizens on site;

•

The introduction of new services, products and activities not
previously existing in historical city centres;

•

Collaboration with universities, research institutes, schools or
temporary employment agencies offering internships to students or
creating jobs opportunities for the unemployed;

The promotion of the historical city centre and its CH, both in its
tangible and intangible assets (festival, events, art expositions,

offer;
•

Collaboration with local cultural or social organisation for the codesign and co-production of shared initiatives to enhance the
cultural, historical or artistic value of the building or site the private
organisation occupies.
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AUDIENCES AND STRATEGIES OF ENGAGEMENTS
Local development processes triggered by private players cannot be
successful without active strategic engagement of local communities.
This section of the canvas is dedicated to the identification of the
audiences of CH-led regeneration initiatives as well as to the definition
of the relations that institutions should develop with them.
Sometimes public institutions and private organisations involved in the
re-use of a building or site share the same audiences as it is usually the
case with non-profit players.
Conversely, the audiences that public institution would wish to reach
through the regeneration of CH are often quite different from business
target and customers of private for-profit players. Under these
circumstances, both parties have to negotiate an agreement balancing
public and private purposes and aims.
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AUDIENCES
The restoration of a building or a site per se is not enough to trigger
any involvement by local communities without specific engagement
strategies and actions carried out by institution (possibly) with the
support and the pro-active participation of the private players who are
using the sites.
Urban centres and similar agencies can provide essential support to
institution in designing interventions and in strengthening citizens
engagement as they are less rigid and more adaptable intermediaries
by nature.

WARNING
Some transformation and regeneration processes can run into fierce
opposition by local communities because of the changes they bring,
such as the limitations in the fruition urban spaces they place and the
rise in real estate value they cause.
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AUDIENCES
Audiences should naturally follow from the aims purposes and aims
identified for the regeneration initiative.
When the re-use of buildings or sites within the historical city centres as
a driver for local urban regeneration, institutions need to pay careful
attention to impacts on:
•

Citizens who live in historical city centres;

•

Economic and commercial operators within the historical centres:
shopkeepers, craftsmen, local tourist operators etc.;

•

New economic and commercial operators potentially interested in
moving into the city centre;

•

Targets with specific needs and expectations: the elderly, the youth,
families with little kids, students, unemployed, artists and creative
talents, migrants, etc.
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PURPOSES AND AIMS
CH PROTECTION → Institutions should be aware that the
protection of the regenerated CH does not always open up space for
new final uses by the local communities. In this light, target audiences

RECOMMENDATIONS

HERITAGE REUSE → The nature of the re-use dramatically

Audiences should not be deemed as mere end-users of regenerated
CH and therefore involved only at the end of the regeneration
initiative. For instance, institutions might invite citizens to visit
restoration sites to take a view of its “backstage” phases. Moreover,
activities such as vive painting, concerts and markets are perfectly

impacts on the audience that institutions might wish to engage.

suitable for a building or site under transformation.

of CH protection initiatives could be people interested in activities such
as concerts and exhibitions (which are less impactful in architectural
terms) at both city and regional level.

Regeneration initiatives run by non-profit organisations are more likely
to target local groups of citizens with specific socio-cultural needs. Public
institutions find it relatively to assist such organisations in targeting
these groups as they do not radically differ from audiences that public
institutions traditionally address. When partnering with for-profit
organisations, public administration should instead negotiate audiences
engagement strategies of the regeneration initiative while discussing the
rules of engagement for private operators interested in using building or
site.
(→ see section «Benefit expected below) in order to better reach the
audiences .
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PURPOSES AND AIMS
HERITAGE SPECIFIC REUSE → Reflecting on which audience

HERITAGE COST REDUCTIONS → When the main driver of

to engage is easier when public institutions precisely know the final use
for a regenerated building or site. Nevertheless, knowing potential
audiences and actually engaging them are not quite the same thing.

CH-led initiatives is heritage cost reduction, audience engagement is
not a priority for institutions. However, it is advisable for institutions
to prevent potential rise of conflict situations, especially for buildings
and sites of great symbolic value for local communities: a common
strategy is to involve local associations and promote with them onsite
cultural activities and events order to inform local the local community
of the undergoing regeneration project. (→ see section «Benefit
expected below)

It is therefore extremely important to define which activities, services
and project to implement and to reflect on their feasibility within
restored buildings or sites, with particular attention to those of high
artistic or cultural value that might place sever limitations on final uses.
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STRATEGIES OF ENGAGEMENTS
Identifying audiences for a regeneration initiative is nothing but the first
step. Institutions need to reflect on strategies to actually engage their
potential targets. Here are few recommendations for institutions to take
into account in the design of strategies of engagement.
WHAT IS THE «MESSAGE» TO CONVEY?
Is the building or site under transformation a regeneration initiative
per se or is it part of a broader area undergoing regeneration?
As a consequence, are institutions interested in drawing audiences’
attention towards the specific building or site under restoration or
towards the regeneration process at a broader level?
What is the final use of the regenerated building or site? Is it
intended to advance the public interest to the benefit of the local
community? Is it meant to simply host business-oriented activities
instead? What is the role played by the institution in the process?
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STRATEGIES OF ENGAGEMENTS
REACHING AUDIENCES VS «CREATING AUDIENCES»
Strategies targeting already existing and pro-active groups – i.e.

WHAT ROLE SHOULD INSTITUTIONS ENVISAGE FOR LOCAL
COMMUNITIES?

citizens previously engaged in CH-led regeneration processes - starkly
differ from strategies that aim at involving new potential targets by

While designing strategies for engagement, institutions should
reflect on the different kinds of relationships they might establish

trying to «convince» people to be part of the project (i.e. convincing
professionals or startups to settle in historical city centres, mobilising
city centre residents that were never reached before, etc.)

with their audiences. On the one hand, public administrations might
consider audiences as mere end-users of services and products
offered in restored buildings or sites. On the contrary, institutions
might try to engage the local community proactively, by involving
citizens in the co-design of the regeneration process or by holding
public meetings to discuss the progress of the same initiative. In this
latter case, institutions usually need methodological and operative
support by expert intermediaries such as urban centres, universities
or local development agencies.
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STRATEGIES OF ENGAGEMENTS
POLICY INTEGRATION
It is crucial for institutions to understand what real added value the
restoration of a singular building or a broader historical area can
actually bring to urban regenerations beneath the rhetoric and beyond
unrealistic expectations. In this perspective, attempts
integrate different policies to the benefit of the broader
area, beyond interventions on CH per se, might have a
positive impact on the success of the same initiative.
To give an example, public institutions could think
combining:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

that try to
regenerated
tremendous
of ways of

Policies addressing social needs;
Policies supporting the production of cultural events and
initiatives;
Policies aiming at making local commercial activities thrive;
Policies supporting the start-up environment, with particular
attention to creative and cultural enterprises;
Broader interventions for the provision of services of general
interest (public transports, street lighting, etc.).
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ACTIONS

Actions are the operative translation of aims and purposes as well as of
audience engagement strategies into concrete measures taking place in
the territory of historical city centres.
This section is dedicated to the specific actions that institutions – alone
or supported by private players – plan to set up with the aim of better
and engage the intended audiences in the long-term.
The types of actions vary significantly depending on the strategic
variables described above (→ see «Strategies of engagement» section,
above). Nevertheless, the analysis of several regeneration initiatives
practices offers significant insights on recurrent approaches to
regeneration initiatives as well as on specific measures taken in relation
with specific audiences.
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ACTIONS

POSSIBLE ACTIONS FOR ENGAGEMENT

Type of audiences → PEOPLE LIVING IN THE SAME AREAS
UNDER REGENERATION

•

Special guided visits into the buildings and sites under
restoration;

•

Special guided visits to the restored/re-opened buildings and
sites;

•

Free entrance at cultural events hosted in re-used spaces and in
the historical city centres;

•

Organising cultural events in unusual, unconventional or remote
areas within historical city centres;

•

Long term collaborations and partnerships with local stakeholders
such as schools, charities, cultural institutions, etc.
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ACTIONS
POSSIBLE ACTIONS FOR ENGAGEMENT
•

Reduction of rent and utilities costs for the use of abandoned,
empty or underused buildings and sites within historical city
centres to support high-skilled workers interested in moving their
activities towards historical city centres;

•

Long term collaboration with universities and other research
institutes to test innovative ways to revitalise CH within historical
city centres, in particular by using technology to enrich cultural
experiences;

•

Devoting parts of regenerated buildings and sites to ad-hoc final
uses for creative or intellectual activity such as: co-working,
incubators, fablabs, living labs, etc.;

•

Provide reactive funding schemes (such as grants or tenders) to
select and support innovative projects and ideas aiming the
enhancement of the re-used sites (or of the whole historical
centre heritage);

•

Introduce platforms for emerging and experimental artists and
creative talents, to support them with professional consulting
services.

Type of audiences→ ARTISTS, CREATIVES, HIGH-SKILLED
WORKERS, YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS OR FREELANCE
PROFESSIONALS LIVING OR WORKING IN HISTORICAL CITY
CENTRES (OR INTERESTED IN MOVING IN).
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ACTIONS
POSSIBLE ACTIONS FOR ENGAGEMENT
•

Special guided visits into the buildings and sites under
restoration;

•

Special guided visits to the restored/re-opened buildings and
sites;

•

Free entrance at cultural events hosted in re-used spaces and in
the historical city centres;

•

Production of cultural events for the enhancement of historical
city centres directly involving shops and commercial activities as
locations for exhibitions, cultural activities and performances;

•

Reduction of rent and utilities costs;

•

Provision of specific funding to support the general improvement
of commercial venues and to support the creation of a more
welcoming environment for different kind of audiences.

Type of audiences→ LOCAL ECONOMIC OPERATORS SUCH
AS SHOPKEEPERS, CRAFTSMEN ETC.
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ACTIONS
POSSIBLE ACTIONS FOR ENGAGEMENT

Type

of

audiences→

ORGANIZATIONS,

SUCH

AS

PRIVATE
COMPANIES,

•

Production of cultural events to enhance the historical city
centres and make it more attractive for citizens and/or tourists.
Such actions might motivate companies and enterprises already
providing services for city-users or local communities to move
into newly vibrant and newly revitalised urban areas;

•

Reduction of rent and utilities costs (i.e. for the initial period of
activities);

•

Loans on favourable credit terms (by ad-hoc agreement between
public administrations and financial institutions, where
institutions act as lenders of last resort);

•

Permanently strengthen the local cultural offer system by
opening museums, cultural centres, theatres and cinemas or
improving their services and performances. In fact, several
studies argue that culturally vibrant contests are generally more
attractive for companies and enterprises led by creative talents
and young entrepreneurs.

FOR-PROFIT
STARTUPS,

CREATIVE AND CULTURAL ENTERPRISES (CCE) THAT MIGHT
BE ENCOURAGED TO MOVE REGENERATED CH BUILDINGS
OR SITES WITHIN HISTORICAL CITY CENTRES IN EXCHANGE
FOR INCENTIVES
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STAKEHOLDERS AND PARTNERS
The complexity of local development process usually requires public
institutions to build articulated networks of partners for the success of
CH-led regeneration initiatives.
As this work has discussed so far, both for profit or non-profit private
organizations involved in the re-use of regenerated buildings or sites
are key partners for institutions to resort to. Not only can activities run
by private players revitalise regenerated buildings or sites. Such activities
can also dramatically (and positively) impact on the overall sustainability

Building partnerships bears considerable management costs. It is timeconsuming as it requires institutions to negotiate with a wide range of
different actors sharing different needs, expectations and approaches.
On the other hand, building partnerships can help institutions reach
new audiences, within or beyond the cultural sector, as such audiences
traditionally connected with leisure, media, retail, etc.

of the initiative itself.
Other strategic partners for institutions to engage are Universities,
private grant-making institutions, local associations, Urban
centres, cultural institutions such as museums, schools, etc.
Institutions should not disregard partners as suppliers or customers for
one-off individual collaborations. On the contrary, institutions should
regard partners as travelling companions that share a mutually beneficial
relationship, that pursue common goals common strategies share
strategies for the good of local communities.
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POTENTIAL STAKEHOLDERS AND PARTNERS

PRIVATE ORGANISATIONS INVESTING IN THE RESTORATION
AND RE-USE OF CH

UNIVERSITIES FOR THE CONDUCTION OF PRELIMINARY
RESEARCH, FOR THE EVALUATION PROCESSES, AND FOR TE
RECRUITMENT
OF
HIGHLY-SKILLED
PROFESSIONALS AND EXPERTS

GRANT-MAKING
FUNDING

RESEARCH

INSTITUTIONS TO OBTAIN ADDITIONAL

LOCAL
ASSOCIATIONS
OR
COMPANIES
RUNNING
ACTIVITIES IN REGENERATED SPACES TO THE BENEFIT OF
THEIR AUDIENCES

CHAMBERS
OF
COMMERCE,
INCUBATORS
AND
ACCELERATORS, PROMOTING THROUGH THEIR NETWORKS
THE
OPPORTUNITIES
THAT
CH-LED
REGENERATION
INITIATIVES CAN OFFER TO STARTUPS AND OTHER
COMPANIES.

LOBBIES AND ASSOCIATIONS OF PROFESSIONALS TO
REACH COMPANIES OR COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES.
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COSTS AND RESOURCES

Resources and costs stand in the middle of direct users and audiences.
They are a pivotal element for the success of every regeneration
initiative, especially for cases that involve the restoration of abandoned
buildings and sites in historical city centres.
The following slides are dedicated to focus on the more recurrent kinds
of costs and resources in re-use interventions promoted by institutions
with private involvements.
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COSTS
In case of institutions, costs are of different kind if compared with
private organizations.

Here some examples of added activities drawn from practises all
around Europe.

For public authorities, in fact, some costs are related with the ordinary
administration and, consequently, have not a real impacts in the overall

External expertise

expenditure. This is the case of civil servants working to the
administrative procedures related with the usage of the sites or to
design the call/competitions to find out privates interested in enhancing
an empty building: this labour cost refers to offices ordinary activities
even if in relation with a specific project.
On the contrary, it’s very important to try to predict which activities will
represent an exceptional expenditures and, consequently, require
extra-budget resources.

The overall complexity of some re-use projects could require the
involvement of expertise not present among the institution ones such
as: local development specialists, security and safety experts, cultural
management professionals, fundraisers, etc.

Interventions on the site
Sometimes a space need specific interventions in order to make it
more “usable”.

Cultural event making
In order to strengthen the re-use project or to improve the
relationships with the territory and the local communities, an institution
could useful to provide extra funds for cultural events to enhance the
site, to involve locals or to attract tourists. This activities could be set
up by the same occupants or by other organizations selected for the
occasions. In both cases, institutions are usually asked to support this
events by granting.
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RESOURCES
Institutions needs different kinds of resources in order to lead re-use
projects in historical city centres: physical assets, financial supplies,

If institutions don’t have all the competences and skills requested by
the re-use project in their internal staff, it’s important try to involve

human resources and skills.

external consultants even if it could probably implies extra
expenditures.
The underestimation of the importance of having proper human
resources and skills when operating in the cultural field, in fact, could
undermine the effectiveness of the interventions, cause not intended
negative reactions (i.e. from local communities), increase the overall

Of course essential are physical assets, such as the site or building to
be re-used that it’s not only a question of legal ownership but also of
effective usability of the space: if degraded, not accessible or already
occupied by squatters the place is not considerable as a real resource to
put in the market till specific regenerating and restoring interventions.
Physical resources are also the overall territorial infrastructure accessible
in the historical city centres: facilities, public transports, commercial
services, loisirs and amenities, etc.
Human resources are also of essential importance for the success of
a re-use interventions, for selecting the right private players and for
defining efficient rules of engagement with them. This has to do with
legal, administrative competences and technical skills (architectural,
urban planning, etc.) but also with soft skills such as the ones in project
managing, cultural mediation, problem solving, etc.

cost structures and miss the companies goals.
Financial resources in addition to the ordinary ones could be useful
to improve the quality and effectiveness of the actions implemented,
to cover unexpected costs or to develop new interventions of
enhancement of the site/building re-used. These resources could be
also provided by other institutes such as private grant-making
foundations or by companies sponsoring the projects.
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EXPECTED RESULTS AND IMPACTS
The final step for the delivery for the design of effective regeneration
initiatives is the definition of clear expected results and impacts.
Expected results and impacts logically follow from Purposes and Aims as
described in the first part of the canvas (→ see “Purposes and aims”
section, above).
Institutions might not be particularly interested in the impacts of a
regeneration initiative as they only aim to providing content for a
formerly empty or abandoned building in the historical city centre
regardless of the organisation involved or the activities run. To give
another example, institutions might simply be interested in finding
partners eager to bear the cost of cultural heritage conservation to
prevent buildings and site from decaying regardless of social or cultural
impacts on local communities.
However, if the aim is to contribute to broader urban regeneration
initiatives, institutions should regard interventions on historical buildings
or sites as part of a wider process and therefore opening up to the
potential socio-cultural impacts and economic spill overs.
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EXPECTED RESULTS AND IMPACTS

Urban areas are not research laboratories and the variety of factors that
can potentially impact on regeneration processes is uncountable.
The complexity of regeneration processes makes it hard to assess the
results and the impacts connected with the interventions made and
makes it even harder to evaluate the actual consequences of the
measures taken by public institutions.

In spite of such difficulties, the definition of a framework for the
evaluation of expected results and impacts is crucial as it
enables institutions to:

DEFINE in advance the benefits that the regeneration intervention
is expected to bring to historical city centres.

EVALUATE the progress of the initiative, assess whether the
intervention is reaching its goals (what is working as intended and
what is not).

COMMUNICATE to their stakeholders, audiences and the local
community the benefits that the initiative has reached so far.
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EXPECTED RESULTS AND IMPACTS
There are plenty of studies and methodologies on how to design an
evaluation system and to produce a range of indicators, but this is not
the place for a complete review of all the tools and methods
available.(see bibliografy section at the end of the document)
Even if assessing the expecting results and impacts of interventions is
crucial as the previous slide claims, evaluation systems for urban
regeneration processes are difficult to design. Their definition often
requires contribution from high-skilled professionals or specialised bodies
such as universities or research institutes. (→ see “Key partners”
sector, above).
For the sake of this work it might still be useful to shed light on the most
common mistakes and underestimations in the design of evaluation
systems. Such mistakes and underestimation can severely undermine the
success of assessment activities and, in turn, the overall ability to reach
expected results and impacts of the same regeneration initiative.

The focus will be on the following tasks:

IDENTIFYING OUTPUTS
IDENTIFICATION OF OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS
THE APPROACH
THE OVERALL COSTS
DESIGNING INDICATORS
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EXPECTED RESULTS AND IMPACTS
IDENTIFYING OUTPUTS

IDENTIFICATION OF OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS

Outputs are the direct products of the activities implemented they
usually are tangible and countable. Outputs depend the aims and
purposes set for the regeneration initiative.

Outcomes are the intended and unintended consequences of

If the specific purpose of the intervention is to transform an empty
historical building into a contemporary art museum, the number of
visitors entering the museum during its first year of activity is a clear
output. Conversely, in case the original aim of the project was to
simply grant private players such empty historical building regardless
of the final use, the same establishment of a contemporary art
museum - and in turn the number of visitors entering the same - are
best understood as an unexpected outcome of the process (that is,
the expected output would be the reuse of the building itself).

implemented action and can be grouped into short, medium and
longer-term results. In this light, impacts are considered to be longterm outcomes of wider influence on the community or the
environment. They include changes in economic and financial
conditions, in social conditions (i.e. increased income for local
activities), in environmental and in political conditions (i.e. increase
in participation and in equal opportunities).

Outcomes and impacts are harder to measure than outputs as they
often are less tangible and countable. For example, massive
increases in the number of tourists visiting a historical city centres
cannot always be directly attributed to the regeneration of an area
or to the opening of new museums. Several other factors might be
substantially contributing to the trend such as the impact on popular
culture of a blockbuster movie set in the same historical city centre.
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EXPECTED RESULTS AND IMPACTS
THE APPROACH

OVERALL COSTS

The analysis of expected results and impacts might follow two
alternative paths.

Evaluation activities generally represent an additional cost for

Interactive→ Collect evidence through 1) workshop involving civil
servants from other sectors and offices, or 2) by public meeting with
potential external partners or groups of citizens or 3) by specific
survey focused on audiences and beneficiaries.

institution because they are often demanding in terms of project
management and because they require skills that public institutions
often lack. Potential partnership with universities or other research
centres could provide institutions with expert skills and cut the costs
for evaluating expected results and impacts.

Desk-based→ Draw on existing experience and available sources
such as service plans and strategies.

Costs heavily depend on how easily data can be collected, analysed
and using which tools.

The first approach is recommended as it has several advantages.
It encourages greater participation, it is wider in scope and it opens
up options for future collaboration. It is, however, more resourceintensive and still needs to be complemented with desk-based
support.

Survey by questionnaires are not expensive while impact
assessment analysis or qualitative research (i.e. to evaluate the
socio-cultural effects produced within the territory) are usually more
expensive and
requires the involvement of skilled research
professionals.
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EXPECTED RESULTS AND IMPACTS
CENTRALITY
Indicators must be able to focus on the key elements of the
processes in terms of outputs/outcomes/impacts of particular
relevance (i.e. the participation of specific audiences to the events
taking place up inside the regenerated building or site).
SETTING NEW INDICATORS

DESIGNING INDICATORS
In designing indicators, it is fundamental for institutions to
carefully reflect on what to evaluate (whether that variable
is central for the assessment) and whether that variable is
actually measurable.

Before engaging in measurements they have never conducted
before, institutions should first verify whether such data might be
obtained (or extracted) from existing datasets held by different
bodies (such as universities). Second, they should verify whether
such data can actually be collected and elaborated (i.e. in case of
temporary cultural events when it could be hard to collect enough
information because of the short span of time available for the
conduction of interviews).
MANAGING MEASUREMENT
Indicators previously used by the institutions or their partners are
clearly easier to manage than the newly introduced ones, with
positive effects in terms of cost containment. At the same time,
public institutions might be interested in information collected
collected by other local organisations (i.e. the police, urban centres,
etc.) or national regulators or other sectorial bodies that might
disclose such information under request.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this section of the document is to explore the potential
contribution that private players - mainly for-profit - can bring to CH-led
regeneration initiatives by triggering economic growth and local
development processes.
In particular, the aim of this specific toolkit is to provide a set of
guidelines to support private both profit-oriented and mission-oriented
organisations in the design of business models for activities involving the
restoration and the eventual reuse of buildings and sites under CH
protection within historical city centres.

Profit organizations
The contribution from private for-profit organisations is essential to
any local development processes, especially in urban areas. The
presence of economic operators is a fundamental condition for
economy to flourish produces economies, for the creation of job
opportunities and to foster innovation.
Historical city centres provide the right environment where private
initiative can thrive, expand and generate wealth. And this is in line
with the aims, purposes and aspiration of public authorities and policy
makers who warmly welcome increasing wealth. In spite of this, urban
regeneration processes often limit successful involvement of private
actors to non-profit organizations, groups of citizens or third sector
institutions (i.e. private foundations) while they fail to strategically
engage for profit organisations in long-term partnership.
Because in the ROCK perspective, on the contrary, this target could
play a central role in historical centres regenerations, these guidelines
are specifically addressed to profit organizations needs and
expectations, with the aim to make them better fit in urban
regeneration processes.
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INTRODUCTION
The revitalisation of historical city centres implies the involvement of a
wider range of different economic activities. For a part of these activities,
cultural heritage is a fundamental asset to deliver quality products or
services. For other activities, business could be run as usual without
much interference from cultural heritage. Successful regeneration
processes therefore rest on the involvement of different kind of private
organisations, each characterised by different needs, aims and
approaches.
Depending on their vision and on the type of business led, profit
organizations (firms, companies, enterprises, industries) could be
interested in working in the historical city centres only to benefit from
economic incentives or to reach a specific target; to improve their brand
reputation or better enhance their corporate social responsibility, etc.
Policy makers and institutions should be aware of such heterogeneity of
different plays to better address their interventions and identify the
clusters better fitting the purposes and goals of the regeneration
initiative: this is the very aim of the specific document dedicated to
institutions.

Non-profit organisations
The private players discussed in this toolkit include non-profit
organisations. As previously discussed, this work is not interested in
non-profit organisations running quality social and cultural activities per
se. Instead, it pays attention to organisations delivering high quality
social and cultural activities within patterns of economic and financial
sustainability that can grant, in turn, long-term regeneration for CH
buildings or sites. So that, while fulfilling a social or cultural mission,
their approach to the management of artistic and cultural activities
shares considerable similarities wit for-profit players.
In spite of such similarities, these non-profit organisations starkly differ
from their for-profit cousins. They are not driven by the maximisation
of profits but by their social or cultural mission. This is why this
document refers to this specific cluster as “mission-driver
organizations” and pays - where appropriate - special attention to
them.
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INTRODUCTION
All the different kinds of private organisations discussed in this work
need support for the definition of more efficient business models for the
implementation of CH-led regeneration initiatives.
In observance with their different approaches and needs, this works
aims to shed lights on the advantages that such organisations can
realistically expect to gain from embarking on regeneration of CH

In this light, this document represents a first attempt to provide
different types of private organisations involved in CH-led
regeneration processes with ad-hoc suggestions and
guidelines for the design and strengthening of their own
business models when operating - with different levels of
commitment - within historical city centres.

regeneration initiatives. At the same time, this works aims to help such
organisations reflect balance these advantages with the disadvantages
connected with historical city centres, such as the limitations placed on
CH buildings and sites for the sake of their protection. Last, the toolkit
means to help such operators become more aware of the cultural and
social impacts their action might have on historical city centres while
pursuing their their business goals or their social or cultural missions.
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METHODOLOGY
Contrary to the case of public institutions, this section devoted to private
organisation does not introduce a new designed-from-scratch canvas.

The contributions provided are different for each type of private
organisations described below (see “Main typologies” section) as

Conversely, the starting point for the provision of ad-hoc guidelines and
suggestions is the well-know business model canvas ad designed by

culture and the cultural heritage play different roles in their respective
business models. For such organisations, in fact, the importance of
culture and of the cultural heritage could be either crucial or marginal.

Alexander Osterwalder. The canvas introduced in this section therefore
preserves the 9 building blocks of the original canvas while offering
insights for private organisations to adapt their business models to the
specificity of CH-led regeneration initiatives.
The reason for this methodological approach is the following:
On the one hand, the original business model canvas does not fit public
institutions, which in fact are not organisations running business. This is
why this work made the case for the introduction of a new canvas that
might do justice to the complexity of regeneration processes that public
institutions orchestrate.
On the other hand, the business model canvas is a particularly effective
and useful tool, popular with both profit and non-profit organisations. As
a consequence, and for the sake of the usability of this toolkit, this work
decided not to add to the level of complexity of regeneration processes
when not strictly necessary.

This section provides guidelines and recommendations for each block
of the canvas in order to help private organisations to:
1.

Better understand what kind of interaction they might have with
historical city centres;

2.

Avoid the risk of underestimating critical issues and potential
threats associated with cultural heritage and the surrounding
environment;

3.

Better identify potential business opportunities and advantages
that the cultural heritage and historical city centres have to offer;

4.

Collaborate and cooperate other local players, mainly a)
Superintendencies*; b) other non-profit informal organisations
operating in the social and cultural fields.

*Usually understood as local branches/departments of national Ministries of Culture in
charge of heritage management.
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MAPPING ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN CH-LED REGENERATION
Before delving into the provision of guidelines and recommendations for
the definition of Business Models (from now on, BM) it is important
for private organisation to understand where they stand in relation with
two main coordinates:
1.

2.

The role of the cultural dimensions in relation with the value
proposition (see “Value proposition section, below). The relevance
of the cultural dimension might be marginal or non-existing
(e.g. in the case of a generic law firm, a supermarket, a company
operating in the financial consultancy, a grocery shop, etc.),
considerable (such as in case of creative activities (architecture,
design, fashion) or crucial (as in the case of publishers, cinemas,
tour operators and tourist organizations, ICT companies specialised
in the design of devices for CH enhancement etc.).

IMPORTANCE
OF
CULTURAL
DIMENSION

IMPORTANCE
OF
HISTORICAL
CENTERS

Their actual interest in moving towards historical city centres to set
their headquarters or to open new branches of the same business.
Their interest might be weak (when a company has no specific
need to be located in historical centres and business could be run
as usual in the suburbs of the city) or strong (it is the case for
organisations that gain invaluable added value and brand reputation
from running activities in historical city centres).
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MAIN TYPOLOGIES
The different profiles of private organisations were designed drawing on
the interviews, the questionnaires and case studies analysed during the
initial phases of the study (→ see Introduction document) and are
the following:

IMPORTANCE
OF
CULTURAL
DIMENSION

“General users” are companies with no specific interest in
CH but motivated by other factors such as the presence of
economic or financial benefits (e.g. for real estate purchase or
rental). Their contribution to cultural heritage enhancement is usually
marginal but their presence in regenerated areas does enrich and
diversify the local economic and commercial fabric, countering
museumification and touristifications of historical city centres.

IMPORTANC
E OF
HISTORICAL
CENTERS

General users can be divided into two different typologies in relation
with their level of interest in operating within historical centres:
a. Privates with no specific interest but motivated by other factors
such as the presence of economic benefits, financial opportunities for
real estate purchase or rental;

GENERAL USERS
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MAIN TYPOLOGIES
b. Private organisation considering historical centres only as an
asset for commercial exploitation.
Their activities are site-specific because they provide facilities to a wide
variety of beneficiaries within historical city centres: residents, tourists,
offices, institutions, etc.
This category of players encompasses the majority of commercial
activities, hotels and restaurants, organisations providing services and
supplies to offices and institutions; tourists facilities and services; etc.
As stated above, General users could move in other parts of the city
without having to review their business model and their overall
mission. Conversely, another cluster of private organisations share sitespecific, ad-hoc approaches to regeneration initiatives that eventually
impact on the characterisation of their business models for each
individual regeneration initiative. This is the reason why they can be
better define as specific users.

IMPORTANCE
OF
CULTURAL
DIMENSION

IMPORTANC
E OF
HISTORICAL
CENTERS

SPECIFIC USERS
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MAIN TYPOLOGIES
Several other private organisations have a stronger interest in historical city
centres as the value of Cultural Heritage represents an added value for their
specific products or service. In this case, the cultural dimension is not at the
core of their business vision but it could still be a key factor for their success.

PRODUCERS

IMPORTANCE
OF
CULTURAL
DIMENSION

Creative enterprises can be considered as a part of this segment.
For those organisations that see Culture as an added value to improve
market positioning of their brand or activities, the interest in moving to
historical city centres does not simply rest in financial advantages or
prestigious locations. Such organisations find in historical city centres
thriving environments to test and launch their products which are often

IMPORTANC
E OF
HISTORICAL
CENTERS

innovative and somewhat creative in their connotation. This wide range of
players, partially including segments from Cultural and Creative
Industries segments, are somewhat more sophisticated «general
users» as they seek assets for business exploitation as well as potential
sources of inspiration for new projects and an environment to exchange and to
share ideas and experiences. In absence of this features, they are probably
discouraged from moving into historical centres.
These organisations are called producers to draw attention on the different
approach and on the significant contribution they bring to historical city centres
in terms of production of culture-related products or services.
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MAIN TYPOLOGIES
Two other profiles of private players involved in CH-led regeneration
processes regard organisations who can significantly contribute to the
general enhancement of historical city centres.
d. Companies using culture to establish or strengthen their
overall reputations as a tool for ends of communication,
marketing or Corporate Social Responsibility even if their
business is not culture-related. In this case, locating the
headquarters in historical city centres or even in buildings or sites of
considerable historical or artistic value can represent a profitable added
value. If and when they decide to move into historical city centres these
organisations act as GENERAL ENHANCER of the cultural heritage.
e. Profit organisations making business in the cultural sectors
For this cluster, historical city centres are often a natural habitat,
completely aligned with their business approach, their activities,
products and services. This cluster also includes those cultural and
social non-profit organizations more likely to manage revitalised
buildings and sites.

The presence of such organisations in historical city centres enriches
the range and diversity of the local cultural offer. Their role goes
beyond the general enhancement of CH to the point that such
organisations can be defined as CULTURAL ENHANCES.
IMPORTANCE
OF
CULTURAL
DIMENSION

CULTURAL
ENHANCER

GENERAL
ENHANCER
IMPORTANCE
OF
HISTORICAL
CENTERS
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MAIN TYPOLOGIES
IMPORTANCE
OF
CULTURAL
DIMENSION

Cultural enhancers

General enhancers
IMPORTANCE
OF
HISTORICAL
CENTERS

Producers

Generic users

Specific users

BUSINESS MODELS
The in-depth analysis of the different typologies of private organisation
presented in the previous slides is useful for several reasons.
First, it clarifies the enormous complexity of relating to «private
players» because they represent an heterogeneous target.
Second, it stresses the need for institutions to design ad-hoc
engagement strategies to reach each of these clusters and to avoid
simplistic and one-fits-all policies for the involvement of privates in
urban regeneration processes.

Third, in line with the purpose of this document, such analysis offers
insights to provide companies with ad-hoc field assistance in the design
of their business models for initiatives involving cultural heritage in
historical centres. In fact different typologies of private organisations
share different business models and this toolkit must take such
differences into account while providing effective recommendations and
guidelines for each group.
As shown in the picture below, the impact of the guidelines provided
within this toolkit varies with the different business model of each
cluster of organisations involved in CH use or enhancement.

Low or no impact on BM

General
users

Specific
users

High impact on BM

Producers

General
enhancer

Cultural
enhancer
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BUSINESS MODELS
Low or no impact on BM

Specific users
Es. Bar, restaurant, hotels, touristic services
etc.

General users
Branches of companies (e.g. national branches
of transnational companies whose
headquarters are located abroad), franchise
shops, grocery supermarkets.

High impact on BM

Cultural enhancers
Research centres, private cultural institutions such
as museums, cultural centres, cultural
organizations, cultural enterprises.
General enhancers
Big international companies, specially in creative
sectors such as fashion, design, etc.; Big
architecture studios; advisory or consulting
agencies;
Producers
Of creative products such as design or craft
manufacts, artworks, local traditional food and
drinks (wines, confectionery, etc.), agritourism
and other kinds of accommodation services
located within historical buildings or sites, etc.
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VALUE PROPOSITION
GENERAL DEFINITION
The Value proposition is the clear statement that explains how your
product solves customers problems or improves their situation
(relevancy), delivers specific benefits (quantified value), tells the ideal
customer why they should buy from you and not from the competition
(unique differentiation).
General questions

Key
activities

Customer
relationships
Value
Value
proposition
propositions

Key
partners

Customer
segments

• What value do you deliver to the customer?
• Which one your customer’s problem are you helping to solve?
• Which customers’ needs are you satisfying?

Key
resources

Channels

• What kind of product or service are you offering to each customer
segment?
Cost structure

Revenue streams
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VALUE PROPOSITION: THE CASE FOR CH-LED REGENERATION

Key
activities
Key
partners

Key
resources

Cost structure

Culture heritage is an inexhaustible source of insights, ideas and values
for innovating already existing products or services as well as for the
introduction of new ones.
A common mistakes that especially profit private organisations make as
they approach regeneration initiatives as discussed in this work is to
consider culture, heritage and art mainly as an opportunity to get
ordinary economic goals such as increasing revenues or profit margins.
Culture, however, has deeper psychological impacts in relation
with increasing brand awareness, changing customer
perception, developing new audiences, increasing customer
satisfaction, etc. Under such circumstances, culture is not only an
effective instrumental engine for the promotion and communication of
products and services but it is also a value per se that can
characterise the company, its approach and strategy.

Customer
relationships
Value
propositions

Customer
segments

Channels

Revenue streams

Another common mistake is to adopt a narrow perspective and
consider «culture» as a market only in relation with those services and
products impacting on the conservation, protection and enhancement
of tangible heritage.
This approach tends to underestimate the importance of the needs and
the expectation connected with the educational activities as well as the
cultural activities revolving around cultural heritage. This is particularly
true for ICT companies working on the innovation of traditional fruition
of culture and of cultural heritage, trying to move towards the proactive engagement of co-creators of the same cultural experiences and
products.
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VALUE PROPOSITION

Key
activities
Key
partners

Key
resources

Cost structure

Historical city centres can place considerable added value on products
and services because such urban areas are the direct result of historical
and cultural stratification of a specific territory. Monuments, ancient
building, squares, streets and alleys and archaeological remains are the
direct and tangible expression of what human creativity and culture
have produced over the centuries and they represent a core identity
value for local communities and for their sense of belonging. In this
perspective, historical centres can provide an ideal platform where to
launch new products and services of cultural and creative connotation.

Customer
relationships
Value
propositions

Customer
segments

Channels

Revenue streams

For each of the 5 clusters mentioned above, this works offers a
description of the potential added values resulting from the decision to
operate in a historical city centre as well as, when appropriate, a
description of the potential threats associated with such interventions

Against this backdrop, the numberless possible connection between
cultural heritage and private organisations depend on the aims and
purposes of the latter, on the kind of business they run as well as on
the importance such organisations acknowledge to the “cultural
dimension” of their market positioning.

Eurobarometers 2018: 70% of European citizens are proud of their cultural
heritage and the 80% thinks that more public funds should be invested in
restoring and protecting it.
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VALUE PROPOSITION

Key
activities
Key
partners

Customer
relationships
Value
propositions

Key
resources

Cost structure

Customer
segments

Channels

Revenue streams

POTENTIAL ADDED VALUE FOR CLUSTERS OF PRIVATE OPERATORS
GENERAL USERS

SPECIFIC USERS

No added value in moving into a historical city centre.

The involvement in CH-led regeneration initiatives might be profitable in terms of gains in added value for
organisations whose targets are usually attracted by historical city centres (tourist, large groups of
employees etc.). For example, locating stores historical city centres is a clear business advantage for
companies selling touristic products or services. Nonetheless, private operators from the tourism industry
should pay attention to the existing products and services for tourists in order not to overlap with
competitors and to avoid negative consequences in terms of sales and revenue.
It’s important to be aware that cultural tourists and visitors segments (who, according to specific statistics,
are potentially big spenders) are more likely to appreciate and buy high quality products able to combine
history with innovation as compared to mainstream targets. On the contrary, these segments tend to dislike
standardised commercial products regardless of their cost.
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VALUE PROPOSITION

Key
activities
Key
partners

Customer
relationships
Value
propositions

Key
resources

Cost structure

Customer
segments

Channels

Revenue streams

POTENTIAL ADDED VALUE FOR CLUSTERS OF PRIVATE OPERATORS

PRODUCERS

Historical city centres can place considerable added value on new products rooted in local history or in local
manufacturing traditions.
ICT companies can find a peculiar environment in historical centres to develop services helping city-users
overcome the limitations on mobility coming with the intrinsic nature of old cities: e.g. an app to quickly find
car parking spots; an app for bike sharing services. A Fablab specialised independent product design might
create a special collection related to the surrounding environment of the historical city centres. Of course
the opportunity to test or sell such products is not a sufficient condition for a private organisation to move
the headquarter in a city center, because producers could do the same also having their office in other parts
of the city or even in other territories. In this perspective, their approach is similar to the one already
descripted for general users so they need to find facilities, dedicated policies, etc.
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VALUE PROPOSITION

Key
activities
Key
partners

Customer
relationships
Value
propositions

Key
resources

Cost structure

Customer
segments

Channels

Revenue streams

POTENTIAL ADDED VALUE FOR CLUSTERS OF PRIVATE OPERATORS

GENERAL ENHANCERS

This group of private organizations might use historical buildings or sites as headquarters and/or
showrooms. The historical, cultural and artistic the prestige of such locations can dramatically add to the
brand reputation of the company or organisation even when its core business is not directly related with
culture or the arts. The positive impact on brand reputation and market positioning might be even stronger
for organisations operating in creative fields such as fashion, design, architecture, high-quality crafts (e.g.
jewellery, textiles), communications, publishing, etc.

CULTURAL ENHANCERS

Historical city centre could also represent a natural habitat for those profit and non-profit organisations
operating in the cultural field stricto sensu as producers or service providers: art galleries, music producers,
art exhibition producers, consultancy agencies/institutions providing training services for cultural
professionals, cultural event agencies, film commissions, etc.
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CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

GENERAL DEFINITION
Customer segmentation is the practice of dividing a customer base
into groups of individuals that are similar in specific ways relevant to
marketing, such as age, gender, interests and spending habits.
General questions

Customer
relationships

Key activities

Key
partners

Value
propositions

Customer
Customer
segments
segments

• For whom are you creating value?
• Who are your most important customers?

Key resources

Cost structure

Channels

Revenue streams
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CUSTOMER SEGMENTATIONS

Key
activities
Key
partners

Customer
relationships
Value
propositions

Key
resources

Cost structure

Following from the psychological impacts previously discussed,
private organisations could broaden the scope of their analysis while
designing business models for CH-led regeneration projects. Beyond
traditional customers and business stakeholder, they could open to new
target groups associated with historical city centres. On the one hand,
specific cultural audiences for the promotion of their brand image
and on the other hand local communities in a broader sense, with
the aim of establishing good relationships the new neighbours and with
the aim of contributing to the overall city centre regeneration (again,
and in turn, with positive impact on the brand image and market
positioning).
In spite of the undeniable importance of the intrinsic qualities of
products and services, the influence of friends and family’s opinions
(together with other social factors) deeply affects the perception of the
company. In this perspective, creating positive interactions with locals,
city users or specific cultural targets (no matter whether they are
customers or not) might improve the general perception of the
organisation and, indirectly, contribute to meeting long-term economic
goals.

Customer
segments

Channels

Revenue streams

Customer and business stakeholders

Cultural audiences, not necessarily local
e.g. experts in contemporary art, classical music fans,
people interested in philosophy or the sciences etc.

Local audiences (not customer)
e.g. people who live and work in historical city centres,
students from local schools, cultural organisations
operating on the same territory etc.
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Engaging cultural audiences
In general terms, buildings or sites of valuable historical, cultural and
artistic are ideal locations for cultural events and activities such as

Local authorities might prove to be strategic partners for private
organisation to find suitable locations for their needs as well as obtain

concerts, theatre plays, art exhibitions and performances.
Private organisations could decide to strengthen their reputation among
specific audiences and cultural communities by resorting to prestigious
venues under CH protection in historical city centres as well as to other
external urban space (such as historical squares).

financial support for the production of cultural events.
Nonetheless, public institutions will provide support only under clear
agreement on the benefits that such interventions can bring to local
communities beyond the company’s business goals.

It is extremely important to choose to organise the appropriate events
to engage the intended target. In fact, events speaking to mainstream
audiences usually do not reach to cultural niches. Moreover, events
might address certain artistic languages (i.e. contemporary art, painting,
music or theatre) but not others. Moreover, the focus of cultural events
might starkly vary in focus (from broad themes to specific issues such
as those, for instance, connected with the company history or
business).

To get further information see → sections Key Partners and
Key Actions
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Involving local communities
Even if it might look easy at a distance, involving and engaging local
communities is probably the most serious challenge that private
organizations can face, especially profit ones.
Unlike customer and specific cultural audiences, which are the result of
previous customer segmentation, territories and local communities are
complex systems comprising different needs, expectations, values and
approaches that are almost always in potential conflict to each other.
Far from being yet another tiny component of a communication plan (no
matter how well-designed), involving locals can be extremely timeconsuming, and in turn expensive, as well as often unpredictable in
terms of outcomes.

This is why private organizations should carefully reflect on effective
strategies for audiences engagement beyond the production of cultural
events as sops to the local communities. This is particularly true for
profit-oriented organisations as local communities are usually sceptical
of the nature of such businesses and it might be difficult for these
organisations to gain popular trust.
While General and Specific users (as clusters of organisations) do
not feel a compelling need to connect with local communities, other
clusters - and especially the the two groups of Enhancers significantly rely on the engagement of local communities and this
strongly impacts on the definition of their business models.
In this perspective, local development agencies too might prove to be
strategic partners for private organisations by building bridges and
facilitating the collaboration between their businesses and the local
community.

To get further information see → sections Key partners, Key
Actions
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High impact on BM
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KEY PARTNERS

GENERAL DEFINITION

Key Partners are the relationships that a company has with other
business, governmental, or non-consumer entities that help its business
model work. These can be the relationships that the company has with
its suppliers, its manufacturers, business partners, etc.

General questions
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• Who are your key partners?
• Who are your key suppliers?

Key
resources

Channels

• Which key resources are we acquiring from partners?
• Which key activity do partners perform?
Cost structure

Revenue streams
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Private organisations that consider the engagement of cultural
audiences and local communities as strategic for their business goals of
for their social/cultural mission are warmly encouraged to collaborate
with the following strategic players:

• Public institutions (I.e. Municipalities or other local
authorities)

• Other

institutions devoted to CH protection and
management such as National trusts or Superintendencies*

• (Cultural) non-profit organisations
• Local development agencies
*Usually understood as local branches/departments of national Ministries of Culture in
charge of heritage management
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PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS
Public institutions represent a key partner when:
• They own a particular building or site of the private organisation is interested into. In this case public institutions have the power to negotiate
facilities and benefits in the concession of such building or site;
• The symbolic, cultural and artistic value a particular building or site of the private organisation is interested into implies its (partial) opening to the
local community as well as to tourists;
• Bureaucracy and administrative procedures for regeneration initiatives are particularly time-consuming and a private company requires technical
support to effectively manage the same initiative;
• Their endorsement to the regeneration initiative could make it easier for the private companies to negotiate with other stakeholders (e.g.
negotiating with private bank foundations to further fund the initiative);
• The private organisations plans to intervene in public open spaces of the historical centre (squares, streets, urban parks, etc.) and needs technical
support to manage administrative procedures and permissions.
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When public institutions (such us the local Municipality) joins with the
private sector or service provider, to attain a shared goal, there are the
right conditions to set up a Public Private Partnership (PPP). The
economic literature has generally defined PPPs as long-term contractual
arrangements between a public authority (which can be a local or a
central-government agency) and a private supplier for the delivery of
some services, in which the latter takes responsibility for building a piece
of infrastructure, making arrangement towards the financing of the
investment and then managing and maintaining this facility.
To achieve specific urban regeneration goals, PPP embraces a range of
involvements of public, private and community sectors in partnership,
excluding at one end of the spectrum, public procurement projects such
as service contracts or turnkey construction contracts, and, at the other
end, those privatizations in which asset ownership is permanently
transferred to the private sector.
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• Bringing together public/private sector partners.
• Working together toward shared goals or objectives.
• Contributing time, money, expertise, and other resources.
• Sharing decision-making and management responsibilities.

The acknowledge of the importance of PPPs in urban regeneration
projects for the purposes of the present lineguides – and for Rock
project in general – explains why we refer to this instrument both in the
toolkit for institutions and for private organizations.

According with Urbact work on PPPs in regeneration processes
(2006), every partnership is site-specific and unique, but they share
some common features:
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INSTITUTIONS DEVOTED TO CH PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT SUCH AS NATIONAL TRUSTS AND
SUPERINTENDENCIES
The role of these institutions starkly varies from country to country. In general terms, they represent key partners for private organisations to
collaborate with while operating on buildings, sites or environments of exceptional historical, cultural or artistic value (as it is the case of historical city
centres).
Buildings and sites under CH protection, in fact, usually require infrastructural interventions and the restoration to preserve their historical, cultural or
artistic value. In this perspective, siding with these institutions can often provide private organisations with the technical expertise and scientific
guidance for the enhancement of same building or site occupied (on matters such as the settlement of administrative and bureaucratic matters
connect with interventions of CH).
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AMATEUR CULTURAL ORGANISATIONS
Cities often bustle with plenty of amateur cultural organisations (associations, committees etc.) working on the territory and characterised by
a remarkable ability to engage with local audiences. In the light of their connection with the territory, such organisations might act as gatekeepers and
introduce private companies to the local environment. These players, however, are often uneasy when asked to collaborate with profit organisations
as their approaches to culture as well as their missions might not always align with those of profit-oriented organisations.
Privates can involve this kind of cultural operators into two main ways:
1. By hosting their cultural events, projects and services in the company location (e.g. hosting a play, a concert, an exhibition, a festival, an artistic live
performance within the private company’s location);
2. By co-designing and co-producing with them cultural projects, asking these amateur cultural organisations to promote and communicate such cocreated products and services among their networks of local people and throughout the historical city centres.
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LOCAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCIES
Private organisations might be interested in historical buildings or sites located in areas currently under regeneration. In such cases, it might be
profitable for such organisations to collaborate with the local development agencies in charge of such undergoing regeneration initiatives by trying to
contribute to the overall success (through initiatives such as the hosting of public meetings, sponsorship of cultural and social activities etc.)
When involved as key partners, these agencies can act as intermediaries helping private organisations gain considerable acceptance by local
communities. Moreover, they can positively contribute to the risk management of such private-led initiatives through the provision of the right
methodological approaches and tools. In fact, private organisations can resort to the expertise that local development agencies offer to better «read»
the socio-cultural dynamics at work in the territory and in turn understand what role to they might play within the same territory.
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COST STRUCTURE

GENERAL DEFINITION
Cost structure refers to the types and relative proportions of
fixed and variable costs that a business incurs. The concept can be
defined in smaller units, such as by product, service, product line,
customer, division, or geographic region. Cost structure is used as a
tool to determine prices as well as to highlight areas in which costs
might potentially be reduced or at least subjected to better control.
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GENERAL QUESTIONS
• What are the most important costs inherent to your business
model?

Key resources

Channels

• Which key resources are most expensive?
• Which key activities are most expensive?

Cost
Coststructure
structure

Revenue streams
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Intervening on cultural heritage usually implies additional costs
regardless of products or activities to the point where it is critical to
quantify this variable with the highest level of detail.
Generalising about the impact of CH-related interventions on business
models in terms of cost structures is extremely problematic. This is
because there exist a wide variety of factors that can determine such
costs, such as the conservation status of buildings and sites, the value
proposition of the regeneration initiative as well as the type of relation
that private organisations plan to develop with their audiences and the
territory.
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The following indications refer to the most recurrent situations in which
economic costs are likely to be underestimated or risk to go out of
control when a private organization decide to operate and to invest in
an historical city centre.

• Restoration of cultural sites
• Use of cultural sites already restored
• Use of public spaces in the city
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Target: general enhancer or cultural enhancer
Restoration of cultural sites
Costs related to interventions of restoration on historical buildings are
generally high, especially in presence of valuable historical or artistic
value.
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While defining their own business models, organisation interested in
restoring a historical buildings under CH protection within historical city
centres should also take into account the impacts on their cost
structures connected with potentially critical issues that usually result
in increased investments and the running costs, such as:
1.

The discovery, during the interventions, of items of remarkable
historical or artistic value that were previously hidden or unknown
(such as archaeological remains, frescoes previously covered by
layers of wall paint etc.) that often results in the suspension of
intervention works to allow experts further study the newlydiscovered item;

2.

The bureaucratic procedures imposed by departments for
heritage protections, which are often time-consuming;

3.

Heritage
protection
authorities
might
regard
some
refunctionlisation interventions aiming at adapting historical
buildings or sites to contemporary final uses (e.g. those removing
architectural barriers to grant accessibility) as potential threats
and force the private organisation to find alternative (usually
more expensive) solutions.

However, it is difficult to make accurate predictions on the final costs
associated with interventions on CH as the nature or the length of the
restoration activities might vary as the works progress due to their
intrinsic complexity.
Moreover, private organisations should be aware that the any
interventions on cultural heritage require the involvement of specific
authorities charged with monitoring, controlling and, when needed,
placing restraints and limitations on the use of the spaces and buildings.

Customer
relationships
Value
propositions
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Target: all the typologies of private organisations, mainly enhancers and producers
Use of previously restored cultural buildings or sites
Historical city centres usually offer plenty of previously-restored and
now empty or abandoned buildings and spaces available for private
operators to use.
In such cases, private organisations should be able to predict with a
good level of detail the running costs connected with the maintenance
of the building, especially for the parts of remarkable historical, cultural
or artistic value.

Here comes a list of potentially critical issues for private organisations
to take into account while defining their cost structures as such critical
issues are often recurrent:
1. Previous interventions on the same historical building or site might
have served a different final use. Private organisations should
always be able to recognise the necessity for further intervention to
tailor the current architectural setting of the building or sites to
their organisational needs (keeping in mind the control that
external heritage protection authorities might exert on
interventions on buildings or sites of remarkable historical or
artistic value);
2. When restoration activities are supported by public funding,
institutions could impose specific conditions (and limitations) on the
final use of the building (for instance by asking private
organisations to open building or sites to the public by hosting
cultural events and initiatives from the territory). In such cases,
public institutions usually ask privates to cover the running costs of
such activities.
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Target: all the typologies of private organisations, mainly enhancers
Use of public spaces
Private companies might decide to invest in the production cultural
events taking place in different areas within historical city centres to the
benefit of the surrounding environment, with the aim of strengthening
their market positioning or their brand reputation.

•

Bureaucracy procedures connected with the use of public spaces;

•

Insurances costs;

•

Weather conditions for events will take place in the open air;

Using public spaces (such as historical streets or squares) can be

•

The management of the impact of such events on the public
opinion through costs related to press offices, the involvement of
the local press etc.

•

Other additional production costs such as those related to the
movement of artworks and installations, cleaning service after the
events etc.

arduous in terms of costs and management, with particular reference to
the following issues:
•

Security systems for the protection of participants to the events;

•

The presence of facilities such as parking areas, public transports,
public restrooms, etc.

•

The overall impact on the neighbourhood, as it might be the case for
events located close to hospitals, schools, etc.
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GENERAL DEFINITION
A revenue stream is a source of revenue of a company or organisation.
In business, a revenue stream is generally made up of either
recurring revenue, transaction-based revenue, project revenue, or
service revenue.
General questions
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• For what value are our customers really willing to pay?
• For what do they currently pay?
• How are they currently paying?

Key
resources

Channels

• How would they prefer to pay?
• How much does each revenue stream contribute to the overall

Cost structure

Revenue streams
Revenue
streams

revenues?
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Culture can be a powerful added value for several products and service
and significantly contribute to the improvement of brand reputation and
of customers perception.
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What might drive private organisations to move to
historical city centres?
For specific users and producers:

However, earning direct income with culture is not always immediate
and the patterns for the generation of such income depend on the type
of business and on the kind of relation that private organisations have
with cultural heritage.
Revenues mainly stem from cultural products or services as directly sold
to the public or to customers: books in a bookshop, plays for theatre
companies, artworks within art galleries; movies in cinemas, etc.
These kind of organisations could decide to move into historical city
centres (or to keep their current activities within historical city centres)
for the following reasons.
To get further information on how to strengthen this relation with the
cultural contests, see → Sections Key Actions

• the presence of their key targets (tourists, cultural consumers, etc.)
For producers, general and cultural enhancers
• the geographical proximity to museums, art collections, historical
buildings, etc. can lead tourists and other city users perceive private
organisations as cultural «institution» among the others;
• the intangible context of historical city centres itself adds unique
value to products or services (e.g. a FabLab specialised independent
product design might create a special collection related to the
surrounding environment of the historical city centres. At the same
time, the selling of such items in the cultural framework of historical
city centres has a different impact on customers’ buying experience
as compared to a similar experience in the outskirts of the same
city).
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The ownership or the lease of historical buildings or sites might enable
private organisations to generate further added income by:
• Producing site-specific cultural events or performances with
admission tickets: music concerts, art exhibitions, public lectures,
etc.;
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This is particularly true for profit-oriented organisations, who are
warmly encouraged to find a balance between commercial activities
and social and cultural initiatives with the ultimate aim of
strengthening their relationship with cultural audiences and local
communities.

• Renting the venue to host cultural events or activities from other
organisations looking for prestigious, culturally-connoted location;
• Receiving additional funding devoted to cultural production and CH
enhancement from other public or private institutions (such as
private foundations).
It is important to remind that conventional business-oriented
approaches towards the management of historical buildings or sites
under CH protection could negatively impact on the relationship with
local communities and institutions, especially when public institutions
contributed to the financial support of the initiative.
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Key Activities are the most important actions your company must
perform to operate successfully. Like Key Resources, they are necessary
to create and offer a Value Proposition, reach markets, maintain
Customer Relationships, and earn revenues.
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activities
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General questions
• What key activities does your value proposition require?

Key resources

Channels

• What key activities do the distribution channels require?
• What key activities do the customer relationships require?

Cost structure

Revenue streams
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For the purpose of this work, key activities are intended to strengthen
the business models of private organisations involved in CH-led
regeneration processes in three main directions:
a.

To actually deliver on their value propositions (to the benefit of
customers and business stakeholders);

b.

To build steady relationships with key partners;

c.

To create or re-enforce the engagement with target audiences and
local communities (if a goal).

The possible key activities depend on the kind of relationship that
private organisations plan to develop with the historical city centres:
either as general or specific user, as producer or an enhancers.
The following slides/pages provide lists of possible key activities for
every cluster of private organisations as drawn for case study analysis of
different practices from all around Europe.
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GENERAL USERS
There exist no specific suggested key activities for general users as they
have low or no interest in investing in the territory. Nevertheless,
organisations might resort to culture and the cultural heritage to
improve the overall quality of life as well as the overall quality of the
work environment for their employees by:
• Stimulating them to «consume» cultural products or services and
participate to local cultural activities. For examples, organisations
might offer tickets and subscription schemes for theatres, museums,
vouchers for purchasing of books, subscriptions to newspapers and
periodicals, etc.
• Involving artists, creative talents, cultural organisations for the design

Potential key players
•

Local non-profit organisations working in the artistic and creative
fields

•

Artists and creative talents

•

Cultural institutions such as museums, theatres, etc.

and the conduction of team building activities based on culture and
the arts;
• Improving the overall quality of their work environment and of the
external surroundings by artistic interventions (e.g. by involving street
artists or designers).
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SPECIFIC USERS
For specific users whose businesses are not strictly related with the
cultural dimensions, the key activities introduces for general users (see
the previous slide) might as well apply.
However, specific users providing services for tourists (such as hotels
and restaurants) might consider implementing these other key activities
to strengthen the their customer engagements:
1. Setting up temporary art exhibition using their venue as location;
2. Reaching agreements with local touristic operators to provide their
guests with the possibility to go on special visits to usually
inaccessible historical buildings or sites within historical city centres;
3. Contributing to local cultural initiatives (such as festivals) by hosting
singular events (e.g. live performances, exhibitions, etc.);
4. Sponsoring

cultural

events

taking

place

in

the

Potential key players
• Local non-profit organisations working in the artistic and creative
fields;
• Artists and creative talents;
• Cultural institutions such as museums, theatres, etc.;
• Touristic guides and other tour operators;
• Cultural event producers.

surrounding

environment (and livening up their neighbourhoods).
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PRODUCERS
Producers could design specific actions to strengthen the visibility and to
stimulate the use of their activities and products within historical city
centres through actions such as:
1.

The opening of temporary shops and stores, specifically designed
to harmoniously fit in the historical urban context in conjunction
with public events (cultural, artistic, sports events);

Potential key players
•

Local non-profit organizations working in the artistic and creative
fields;

•

Artists and creative talents;

•

Cultural institutions such as museums, theatres, etc.;

The production of branded site-specific artistic and creative
installations and performances within their venue or in the
surroundings;

•

Touristic guides and other tour operators;

•

Urban event producers;

3.

Ad-hoc collaborations with cultural institutions to test products and
services among their audiences;

•

Universities and research centres;

•

Other producers;

4.

Collaborating with universities and cultural institutions for the
design of calls for ideas connected with culture and creativity and
open to local audiences.

•

Local public institutions.

2.
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GENERAL ENHANCERS

Potential key players

General enhancers might be eager to support restoration interventions
on historical buildings and sites, especially on the ones of their peculiar
interest. The restoration of a building or site, in fact, is maybe the most
tangible way of catching the attention of local audiences and as well as
of securing their customers’ appreciation.

•

Suggested key activities for general enhancers include:
•

•

•
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Local non-profit organizations working in the artistic and creative
fields;

•

Artists and creative talents;

•

Cultural institutions such as museums, theatres, etc.;

•

Touristic guides and other touristic operators;

The production of top-end artistic or cultural events, either located in
the same regenerated venues or in other open spaces within
historical city centres;

•

Urban event producers;

•

Universities and research centres;

Contributing to the most relevant local cultural events (such as
festivals) through either the provision of their their own
products/services or through sponsorship schemes;

•

Other producers;

•

Local public institutions;

•

Schools and social institutions;

•

National and international networks of cultural institutions and
professionals.

Contributing to public campaigns raising awareness on culturally,
artistically or socially critical issues.
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CULTURAL ENHANCERS

Potential key players

Last, cultural enhancers are the best suited organisations for interacting

•

Local non-profit organisations working in artistic and creative
fields;

•

Artists and creative talents;

•

Cultural institutions such as museums, theatres, etc.;

•

Touristic guides and other touristic operators;

•

Urban event producers;

Undertaking educational initiative to the benefit of children and
students, through the collaboration with schools and other local
institutions;

•

Universities and research centres;

•

Other producers;

Producing cultural projects and initiatives through the collaboration
with cultural and social organisations and institutions with the aim of
fighting social degradation, of fostering social inclusion and of
stimulating cultural consumption.

•

Local public institutions;

•

Schools and social institutions;

•

National and international networks of cultural institutions and
professionals.

with cultural institutions as they meet all requirements to act as «true»
cultural organisation in spite of their entrepreneurial approach that
requires them to make ends meet.
Potential key activities for cultural enhances include:
•

•

•

Hosting or producing events through the involvement of international
networks of cultural institutions or professionals;
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KEY RESOURCES
GENERAL DEFINITION
Key resources allow the enterprise to create and offer a value
proposition, reach markets, maintain relationships with customer
segments, and earn revenues. Different key resources are needed

Key
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depending on the type of business model.
Key Resources can be categorized as:

• Physical assets: such as manufacturing facilities, buildings, vehicles,
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machines, systems, point-of-sales systems, and distribution networks;

• Intellectual property: such as intellectual property resources such
as brands, proprietary knowledge,
partnerships, and customer databases;

patents

and

copyrights,

Key
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• Human: human resources;
• Financial: such as cash, lines of credit or a stock option pool for
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hiring key employees.
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People are particularly relevant for the functioning of certain business
models as it is the case, for instance, for the knowledge-intensive
cultural and creative industries, where humans usually represent the
main key resource. At the same time, CH-led regeneration processes
might even force private organisations (with the exception of cultural
enhancers) to resort to external expertise for the success of the same
regeneration initiatives, further stressing the importance of human
resources.
The underestimation of the importance of the sector-based expertise
required to work in the cultural field can seriously undermine the
effectiveness of every activity, often resulting in unexpected (and fierce)
opposition by local communities and, in turn, in increased cost
structures that might cause companies to fail reaching their business
goals.
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Key activity

Key resources

Physical

Financial

Human

Intellectual
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Key activities
•

Stimulating private organisations employees to «consume» cultural
products or services and participate to local cultural activities. For
examples, organisations might offer tickets and subscription schemes
for theatres, museums, vouchers for purchasing
subscriptions to newspapers and periodicals, etc.;

•

•

of

books,

Involving artists, creative talents, cultural organisations for the
design and the conduction of team building activities based on
culture and the arts;
Improving the overall quality of their work environment and of the
external surroundings by artistic interventions (e.g. by involving
street artists or designers).

Customer
segments

Channels

Revenue streams

Physical resources: Availability of spaces suitable to the organisation
of team building activities addresses to employees;
Financial resources: Costs vary with the benefit provided. Under
certain circumstances, for instance, fiscal bonuses connected with
regeneration initiatives can be regarded as deductible expenses.
Artists and creatives usually ask for a fee for the conduction of
workshops and the production of site-specific artworks. They also
require private organisations to bear the costs related to the
production of exhibitions or installations (e.g. insurance costs).
Human resources: Such activities do not require specific technical
skills. Nevertheless, they require some degree of curatorial expertise
to select artists who can actually meet the needs of the organisations
and who can deliver on the company’s expectations.
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Physical resources: Availability of spaces suitable to the organisation
of exhibitions as well as cultural events in broader terms (e.g.

Key activities
• Setting up temporary art exhibition using their venue as location;
• Reaching agreements with local touristic operators to provide their
guests with the possibility to go on special visits to usually
inaccessible historical buildings or sites within historical city centres;

• Contributing to local cultural initiatives (such as festivals) by hosting
by singular events (e.g. live performances, exhibitions, etc.);

• Sponsoring cultural events taking place in the surrounding
environment (and livening up their neighbourhoods).

concerts).
It is also advisable for private organisations to separate the working
environment from exhibition spaces to grant independent access to
employees and visitors.
Financial resources: The costs of exhibitions and cultural events is
highly variable and it depends on several factors. Private organisations
should have a specific budget devoted to the organisation of their own
initiatives or devoted to sponsoring other events in order to better
control internal costs.
Human resources: Private organisation lacking specific cultural event
management expertise might seek the support of non-profit cultural
organisations. The advantages of such collaborations are twofold. First,
non-profit players can access institutional grants to support the same
cultural projects. Second, both organisations can promote the
initiatives (and in turn the private company’s brand image) among
their respective networks of contacts.
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Physical: Pay careful attention to bureaucratic and administrative
procedures required by local authorities for the use of public spaces
business-oriented private activities.

•

Opening temporary shops and stores, specifically designed to
harmoniously fit in the historical urban context in conjunction with
public events (cultural, artistic, sports events);

•

Producing branded site-specific artistic and creative installations
and performances within their venue or in the surroundings;

•

Establishing ad-hoc collaborations with cultural institutions to test
products and services among their audiences;

•

Collaborating with universities and cultural institutions for the
design of calls for ideas connected with culture and creativity and
open to local audiences.

Financial: Contributing to broader public events (such as a festival)
can positively impact on the cost structure allow for more accurate
prediction of the costs private organisations will have to meet.
Human: Partnering or reaching collaboration agreements with relevant
institutions such as museums or universities requires the involvement
senior figures with proper institutional stakeholder management skills.
Negotiating with institutions, in fact, is starkly different from the
managing business relations with other profit-oriented organization.
Intellectual: Private organisations designing activities for the
promotion of their brand that are potentially replicable in place and
time should consider the opportunity to protect them through
intellectual property rights.
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• Producing of top-end artistic or cultural events, either located in the
same regenerated venues or in other open spaces within historical city
centres;

• Contributing to the most relevant local cultural events (such as
their

own

• Contributing to public campaigns raising awareness on culturally,
artistically or socially critical issues.

Customer
segments

Channels

Revenue streams

Physical: Availability of spaces suitable to the organisation of
exhibitions as well as cultural events in broader terms (e.g. concerts)

Key activities

festivals) through either the provision of their
products/services or through sponsorship schemes;

Customer
relationships
Value
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and availability of spaces to store production material; Availability of
spaces to store production material;
Financial: The contribution could consists in devoting resources for
the launch of a branded prize for artists to be selected by a qualified
jury during the event;
Human: Private organisations should consider paying special
attention to the communication of such activities, possibly by
appointing an internal member of the staff to supervise such activities,
to manage cultural stakeholders as well as to manage cultural
audiences and the local communities to avoid the rise of potential
threats. In this perspective, starting a collaboration with local
development agencies – if any – might be strategic.
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Key activities
• Hosting or producing events setting up with the involvement of
international networks or institutional community;

• Undertaking educational initiative to the benefit of children and
students, through the collaboration with schools and
institutions;

other local

• Producing cultural projects and initiatives through the collaboration
with cultural and social organisations and institutions with the aim of
fighting social degradation, of fostering social inclusion and of
stimulating cultural consumption.

Physical: Availability of spaces suitable for hosting national and
international partners of institutional relevance; Availability of spaces
suitable for educational activities addressed to children and students.
Human: Acquisition of skills in organisations and communication of
cultural events. Private organisations are warmly encouraged to
include an audience developer within the staff with the aim of
designing effective strategies of engagement addressing local
communities and specific target audiences, avoiding and standardised
approaches.
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Key activities could get additional resources by European funds in ordere
to support:

- actions triggering urban regeneration processes, citizens participation,
improving CH accessibility and enhancement, in particular by using
digital technologies.

- cultural or creative events, services or products;
- Testing of new business and management models in the cultural,
creative sectors

- Testing of new business and management models in the touristic
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Among the several european funding programmes, for the purposes of
the present guidelines, the ones most helpful to underline for its
potential impact on urban interventions is the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF).
ERDF regulation, infact, mentions specifically the protection, promotion
and development of cultural heritage among its investment priorities
under the objective "Preserving and protecting the environment and
promoting resource efficiency".
These funds are managed by Regional Institutions which can grant
contributions or other kinds of financial support directly to SMEs.

sectors
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In case of original business, projects or services which can be
competitive at the EU level, the more interesting European funds for
SMEs and other companies could be:
COSME is the programme financing Small and Medium-Sized
Enterprises (SMEs) by providing grants, loan guarantees and risk capital.
The programme aims to ease the access to finance for SMEs in all
phases of their lifecycle – creation, expansion, or business transfer and
to provide easier access to guarantees, loans and equity capital.
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/cosme_en
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Creative Europe is the programme supporting companies and
organizations working in the cultural, audiovisual and creative sectors
by different funding schemes. Among them, a Guarantee Facility, a
financial mechanism acting as insurance to financial intermediaries
(e.g. banks) offering financing to cultural and creative sector
initiatives. This Guarantee Facility will benefit small and medium-sized
enterprises active in the cultural and creative sectors including
architecture, archives and libraries, artistic crafts, audiovisual
(including film, television, video games and multimedia), cultural
heritage, design, festivals, music, performing arts, publishing, radio
and visual arts.
https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/creative-europe_en

The European Social Fund (ESF) mentions cultural and creative skills;
the heritage sector can indirectly address the aims of this fund by means
of giving support to SMEs related to the cultural heritage sector.
http://ec.europa.eu/esf/

Finally, within the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund, under
shared management, funds are available for community-led local
development projects that promote cultural heritage –including
maritime cultural heritage– in fisheries areas.
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GENERAL DEFINITION
The development of an on going connection between a company and
its customers. The relationship involves marketing communications,
sales support, technical assistance and customer service. The
relationship is measured by the degree of customer satisfaction through
the buying cycle and following receipt of goods or services.
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Customer
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General questions
• Which type of relationships does each customer segment expect the
company to establish?

Key
resources

Channels

• Which relationships has the company established?
• How costly are they?
Cost structure

Revenue streams
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As described above, private organisations working in historical city
centres might be interested to move beyond their traditional customer
targets and business stakeholders and open to cultural audiences and
the local communities.

Local communities and cultural audiences are not customers. They are
not necessarily looking for what the company has to offer and the
company’s products and services cannot act as leverage to trigger their
involvement.

As already mentioned, complexity (and costs) generally increase when a
private organisation decides tries to engage with local players who are
not necessarily interested in what the organisation produces and sells.

What are these targets looking for? And, consequently, how can
private organisation establish a relationships with them?

Profit players are usually less prepared to deal with such audiences
because trying to reach them through business-oriented approaches far from serving this very purpose - is often counter-productive.

The following slides provide recommendations for the establishment of
potential relationships with 1) cultural audiences and 2) local
communities.

In this light, providing guidelineS and recommendations on cultural
audiences and local communities might prove to be extremely useful.
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Cultural audiences
The nature of customer relationships for the engagement of cultural
audiences aimed at improving brand reputation and market positioning
vary with different customer target. In fact, reaching to contemporary
art experts or comic book fans is different from building relationships
with of owners of historical vehicles..
Setting up activities and projects to engage the intended targets, a
company have to design carefully what is the «message» to tell and
what kind of relation is asked.
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Here comes a list of guidelines to support private organisations in the
development of better customer relationships in relation to:
Geography: which audiences (local, regional, national
international) are private organisation trying to reach to?

or

Logistics: are historical city centre able to host events meeting the
needs and expectations of target audiences? Is the building or site
occupied by the private organisation suitable to host events and
initiatives?
(e.g. urban geography of historical city centres might place severe
limitations on the organisation of a historic vehicles rallies; the
organisation of art exhibitions or cultural events might require peculiar
architectural features that historical buildings or sites under CH
protection might not always offer etc.)
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Value: How does the specific intervention advanced by the private
organisation related to its core business? To what extent are the key
actions carried out by the organisation deliver on its value proposition?
Distinctiveness: How distinctive is the private company’s offer as
compared with the competition? Are there other private companies or
non-profit organisations or institutions targeting the same audiences or
undertaking similar activities within the same territory (either local,
regional, national, or international).
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Engagement: Do private organisations aim to establish long-lasting
relationships with their audiences – engaging in periodic activities
throughout the year? Conversely, are they only planning to undertake
individual activities across limited spans of time?
Budget: Is the overall cost structure sustainable and proportionate to
expected impacts and results?
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Further recommendations on audience development
Private organisations interested in designing audience development
strategies should consider whether:
1. They are addressing new audiences (never met or involved before);
2. They are addressing previously engaged audiences with the aim of
further developing and deepening the relationship;
In the first case, organisations might need to design new products and
services or to promote their the existing activities in new and different
ways.
In the second case, organisations might try to reshape long-time
initiatives to stimulate their audiences to further encourage the
establishment of new kinds of relationship from them.
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Local communities
Local communities are not homogeneous target clusters and they
usually consist of groups of people with different values, expectations,
ideas and needs – often contrasting each other – whose common
feature is to live in the same area (such as in historical city centres).
Establishing relationships with residents and workers of specific urban
areas can be quite complex especially when private companies aim to
strengthen their brand reputation and market positioning among local
communities.
Here is a list of further recommendations to prevent potential threats
associated with opposition from local communities.
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Private use Vs. public use
Opposition by local communities usually mounts when private
organisations exploit historical buildings or other sites of particular
symbolic value for business-oriented aims and purposes. This is
because the local community often feels entitled to public ownership
of such buildings and sites of collective belonging and react negatively
to interventions that limit the fruition of such spaces.
This might bear dreadful consequences for private organisations trying
to promote their brand identity and reputation among local
communities of historical city centres. This is particularly true for
restoration activities supported by public funds and not by direct
investment from private organisations. Under such circumstances,
privatisation of historical buildings or sites is even more unacceptable
for local communities.
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Local economic activities

Exploitation vs. enhancement

Local communities do not solely refer to residents living within historical
city centres but also to the commercial and economic activities (shops,
stores, firms) the significantly contribute to the overall quality of the
urban environment. Local economic operators often perceive private
companies moving to historical city as competitors and, in turn, see
them as potential threats. Moreover, cultural, social or other non-profit
organisations might not welcome the arrival of privates converting
buildings or sites previously devoted to social or cultural initiatives into
spaces for profit-oriented activities.

Private organisations investing in the production of large-scale events
within historical city centres might cause annoyance and discomfort for
the local community, especially when not involved and informed (by
closing streets and blocking traffic, by generating noise during sleeping
hours etc.). Even when events are extremely successful in terms of
reached company goals, they might encounter fierce opposition by
local communities receiving the impression that the territory is being
exploited for business-oriented purposes and not culturally enhanced.
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GENERAL DEFINITION
The Channel Building Block describes how a company communicates
with and reaches its Customer Segments to deliver its Value Proposition.
It is important to understand which pathway (or channel) is best for the
company to reach its customers.
General questions
• Through which channels are our customer segments meant to be
reached?

Customer
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• How are we reaching them now?
• Which ones are most cost-effective?
Cost structure

Revenue streams
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There exist no standardised approaches to promote private-based
regeneration activities involving CH among local audiences and

Events and activities are probably the most effective way to reach
cultural audiences and local communities: after experiencing enriching

communities.

cultural events people are usually eager to know more about and keep
up with the regeneration initiative.

Unlike business customers, cultural audiences and local communities
shape their opinions on such regeneration initiatives mainly through
word of mouth and through their personal networks (communities of
friends, colleagues, relatives, etc.).

Traditional communication channels, such as television, radio,
newspapers, magazines and billboards are still effective in
reaching cultural audiences and, in particular, the elder segments.

This is why a possible and effective way to promote such initiatives
among cultural audiences and local communities is by encouraging their
active participation to urban regeneration processes led by institutions
by other specific players such as urban centres or local development
agencies.

Internet and social media, on the other hand, are essential media
to target the youth, students, emerging talents and creative people.
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Owned: Communication and media activity related to a company or
brand, that is generated through channels it controls (websites,

Media mix charts can be interesting tools to choose among different
opportunities for the engagement of audiences and customers
connected with interventions on cultural heritage. This model identifies 3
kinds of media: Owned, Paid and Earned.
This model designed by Forrester Research is particularly suitable for
digital marketing but it might as well apply to both offline and online
communication strategies.

blogs, social network account — inshore visual contents, brochure,
press releases).

Paid: Communication and publicity gained through paid advertising
(social network and digital advertising — traditional advertising).

Earned: Communication and media activity not directly generated
by the organisation but rather by other entities such as customers or
journalists, when content receives recognition and a following
(online rating and reviews, post in on-line communities — rating and
reviews, word of mouth, etc.).
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Closing remarks on the relationship with cultural
heritage
Addressing a wide spectrum of customers and audiences can make the
case for complex and hybrid communication strategies across traditional
and digital channels (e.g. online ticketing systems through websites or
specialised platforms such as Eventbrite combined with box offices etc.).
Opening new venues or branches within historical buildings or sites of
considerable historical, cultural or artistic value offers the chance to gain
considerable visibility towards audiences, local communities and other
stakeholders. In this perspective, the building or sites themselves can
be considered as a “channel” for the strengthening of relationships with
targets and audiences. In this light, moving into historical city centres
might involve the redesign of media mix strategies used to
communicate with stakeholders, audiences, users and customers.

Greater visibility for the organisation’s activities might also stem from
the partnership schemes developed for the same regeneration
interventions (e.g. with local public institutions, local development
agencies, private sector, other institutions devoted to the protection of
cultural heritage. The construction of such networks of partners, and
the consequential increase in reputation, might have a positive impact
on the organisation in terms of earned media (as described in the
previous slide).
Moving into restored buildings or sites under CH protection within
regenerated areas can grant organisations to chance to open up to
new offline and online owned media (such as spaces for visual
advertising, website, social media profiles, etc.).
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